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ABATE of Brooklyn
P.O. Box 245064
Brooklyn, NY 11224
ABATE of Buffalo-Erie

Aims & Purposes
Monroe
PO Box 13277
Rochester, NY 14613

PO Box 377
Orchard Park, NY 14127

Cayuga Chapter
PO Box 74
Auburn, NY 13021

Niagara
PO Box 25,
Lockport, NY 14095
North Ulster

P.O. Box 13
ABATE of Chautauqua
PO Box 572
Dunkirk, NY 14048

West Hurley, NY 12491

ABATE of Columbia
PO Box 227
Hudson, NY 12534

Holland Patent, NY 13354

Cortland-Chenango
P.O. Box 245
McGraw, NY 13101
Delaware
P.O. Box 197
Hobart NY 13788
Finger Lakes

P.O. Box 353
Hornell, NY 14843
Greene
P.O. Box 92
Leeds, NY 12451
Jefferson
P.O. Box 21
Clayton, NY 13624
Lewis
P.O. Box 245
Port Leyden, NY 13433

Oneida
PO Box 545

Onondaga
PO Box 11575
Syracuse, NY 13218
Ontario
PO Box 546
Canandaigua, NY 14424

To improve road conditions thus making roads safer for motorcyclists.
To help prevent accidents through education and public awareness.
To promote positive community relations.
To promote political involvement of motorcyclists.
To act as a legislative liaison between motorcyclists and government
authorities, police departments, government agencies, insurance companies, and other organizations.
To report and discourage biased news reporting about motorcyclists.
To present and promote a better image of motorcycling.

ABATE OF NY STATE OFFICE MANAGER
Chris Werder
P.O. Box 300
Walker Valley, NY 12588-0300
1-888-344-4400
cwerder@frontiernet.net

Orleans
PO Box 43
Medina, NY 14103-0043
Oswego
PO Box 133
Central Square, NY 13036

ABATE of New York
supports the rights of
ALL
Motorcyclists

Dates To Remember
NEXT NEWSLETTER DEADLINE
Material must be received no later than:

October 1, 2009 for the November 2009 issue
Southern Tier

PO Box 2441
Binghamton, NY 13902
Tompkins
PO Box 6743, Ithaca,
NY 14851-6743
Wayne

Long Island
PO Box 1311
Riverhead, NY 11901

To review and inform members about federal, state, and
local levels of government motorcycle legislation and to promote
favorable motorcycle legislation.

PO Box 332
Ontario, NY 14519

For information 1-888-344-4400

Sorry, we can not print your material after the deadline.

NEXT STATE CHAPTER MEETING DATE

November 21, 2009
Nominations & Elections for 2010 Board Officers
American Legion Post 80
76 Main St.
Binghamton, NY, 13905

Open to all ABATE of New York members.
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Stan’s Harley Davidson, Inc.

BEVERAGE COMPANY, INC.

4425 W. Saile Dr.
Batavia, NY 14020

Box 1035 1043 Co. Rt. 25 Oswego, NY 13126
(315) 343-5221 Fax (315) 343-9464
Daniel E. Dorsey President

Phone:
(585) 343-9598
Store Hours:
Mon. 9-6 Tues. 9-8 Wed. 9-8
Thurs. 9-8 Fri. 9-6 Sat. 9-4
Closed Sundays

Visit us online at:
www.stanshd.com

FRANK LOMBARDI & SONS, INC.
Staten Island Harley-Davidson

Historic

Seeber’s

AUTHORIZED
DEALER

Tavern

Sales - Service - Parts - Motorclothes - Accessories

“Good Booze At Good Prices”

Est. 1905 - One of America’s Oldest Family Owned Motorcycle Dealerships

Phone: 718-447-4009
Fax:
718-727-3507
442 Bay Street, Staten Island., N.Y. 10304

Main St., Smithville Flats, NY 13841-0027

www.Lombardi-HD.com

Rooms

Michael Lombardi

(607) 656-4697

SPONSORS
ABATE OF NEW YORK SPONSORS

Become a Sponsor of ABATE of NY
Sponsors help us
Promote Motorcycle Safety,
Awareness, & Education

Roadkill AMSOIL Dealer
Stan's Harley-Davidson, Inc.
Harley-Davidson of Suffolk, Inc.
Full Throttle Insurance Agency
Harley-Davidson of Jamestown, Inc.
Ithaca Harley-Davidson, Inc.
American Harley-Davidson, Inc.
Buffalo Harley-Davidson, Inc.
Rollin' Bones Motor Co., Inc. Custom Motorcycles +
Stones Snow Sleds Snowmobiles, helmets, Motorcycles
Seebers Tavern
Motorcycle Hauling (roadside pick-up) Kingston, NY
JT Tasker (NILICO)
Brunswick Harley Davidson/Buell

Sponsorship of ABATE of NY does not denote individual
membership in the organization, rather, it signifies the
Sponsor's desire to help further the goals and purposes
of ABATE of NY, and earns the Sponsor the public recognition of his/her generosity.
Interested clubs, businesses, organizations and/or individuals may apply for a $25 ABATE of NY Sponsorship
through their local ABATE of NY Chapter, or directly to
the ABATE of NY State Office:

ABATE of NY, Inc. State Office
P.O. Box 300
Walker Valley, NY 12588-0300
Toll Free Phone: 888 344 4400

Thank You For Being a Sponsor
For information 1-888-344-4400
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State Board Reports
PRESIDENT
+Let me begin this report with some positive organizational
news. At the recommendation of our outgoing State Treasurer, we are preparing to rapidly move forward with creation of our long-awaited subordinate 501c3 corporation,
which will enable us to raise revenue through product sales,
raffles, etc. (We're currently incorporated, since 1991, as a
501c4, which restricts our abilities in these regards.) The
issues of treasury concerns surrounding the 2004 and 2005
Freedom Rally proceeds, and 2004 Treasurer payments, all
of which preceded the current administration, are not being
forgotten; rather, we will address them concurrent to our
organization's advancement to this next stage of development, and ensure any necessary statutes of limitation are
monitored where necessary.
We're also very pleased to announce that Jonathan Wharram, son of Donald & Jane Wharram of Holley, NY, has
been selected as the winner of its annual Proner/ABATE
Activist Scholarship Award. Please look for Jonathan's essay presentation in The Freedom Writer or view it online at
the State's membership page http://abateny.org/join.html
On another positive note for our organizational progression,
we've agreed to contract with attorney (and ABATE member) Ben Rabin on rights issues. If an issue surfaces that
you feel crosses the line regarding your rights as a motorcyclist and ABATE member, present the issue to the Board for
consideration of furtherance through the legal process.
We're still facing noise control issues and EPA stamping
laws. You'll probably find it amazing that motorcyclists
have been waging an internal battle amongst themselves
concerning motorcycle noise for nearly a century. In fact,
since the AMA's founding in 1924, the AMA has long been
concerned with the image of motorcycling and motorcycle
sound, and in 1948, the AMA launched its popular "Muffler
Mike" character who delivered the message: Shut up. Perhaps it's time to resurrect the 60 year old character to the
newer generations since borne to our passion. You've heard
the pleas before: If we don't police ourselves, the police will
do so. Well, through the power of the EPA, I'm afraid the
government will take the noisy football and conduct what
may eventually turn out to be a successful end run, requiring
EPA stamping conformance.
What can we do about it? Unfortunately, I fear we can only
slow the coming enforcement, but in addition to continuing
our fights at the various legislative levels, in a proactive
manner we should be demonstrating a conscious public
awareness effort, aimed toward our fellow riders, utilizing
the sound meters issued a few years ago. At Chapter events,
For information 1-888-344-4400

man a sound check booth that offers a record of the passing
riders first at full throttle and then again at a sedate pace.
On the rider's second pass, emphasize that they should exercise throttle control as if they're trying not to "wake the
baby", and remind them that the place for all-out throttle
twists is away from populated areas. Offer prizes, if necessary, for biggest decibel drop or similar categories. And, if
you've neither seen nor heard of the decibel meters as a
member, demand to know why from your Officers.
We also face continued multiple Motorcycle Safety Roadblock Scenario actions, and plan to picket the upcoming
New York Highway Safety Symposium in Saratoga Springs
on October 20th. More information will be generated
through your Chapter hierarchy in the coming months, so
please, stay alert, and plan to attend if you're able.
In the May issue of The Freedom Writer, I reported on the
anticipated and rumored changes to the statewide motorcycle safety training programs, and I'm happy to provide the
following updates from Brad Swartz (Assistant State Administrator at the NYS DMV) indicating a gradual progression by the safety training provider toward conformance to
the expectations of NYS motorcyclists:
- At this time MSF is discussing becoming a PIRP sponsor
with DMV, which is waiting for MSF to hire staff and open
a New York office before proceeding further;
- Training sites are now issuing their own BRC cards to successful students with little assistance from DMV;
- DMV is assisting out of state, NY licensed military staff
with BRC card exchanges so they can obtain a R/T waiver
in NY. This function will be provided by MSF when their
NY staff is in place;
- MSF plans to have a booth at the NYS Fair and is in the
process of interviewing for staff appointments in New York;
- MSF is scheduled to conduct a presentation at the NYS
Traffic Safety Conference (Saratoga) during October;
- DMV is working on a plan with MSF to expand the number of training sites to increase BRC and ERC class availability and reduce waiting and backlog times for next year;
- Additionally, the new contract provides for electronic student data transfer from MSF to DMV. These plans will result in the student licenses with the M endorsement being
mailed to the students and eliminate their need to visit
DMV. This is scheduled to occur during year 2 of the contract.
I've devoted myself to increasing the numbers of ABATE of
NY Sponsors, garnering a 1300% increase this past year,
and since I've not seen any sponsors other than those that
I've personally recruited, I'll be initiating a new surge of letters, this time to the various newsletter advertisers state-
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State Board Reports
wide, in an effort to drastically increase that number. If
you're an advertiser at the local level reading this, keep your
eyes peeled for my letter.
I'm happy to report that our son Shane Christopher Wolfgang Werder's Eagle Scout project has been accepted and
approved, and Shane is now an Eagle Scout. The community garden project took a large chunk of mine and Chris'
time over the past year, and we're happy to finally have it
behind us. Chris and I are very proud of Shane's accomplishment, following his accumulation of a staggering 39
merit badges.
Those of you following my professional career progress,
and my continued actions toward the reported facility consolidation which would likely eliminate my personal position, will be happy to know that, though I will indeed be
displaced from my position as Director of Human Resources
in a few short weeks, I'm landing in a position only a tenth
of the distance I presently travel on a daily basis. I intend to
fully avail myself of the additional time I will have on my
hands...
And now, on to the soap opera that is the State Board.
Please reference Motion B30-09 in the minutes to see why
these items are incorporated in my report, and to understand
why I will be strongly advocating for replacement of a couple of Board members in the upcoming elections, and potentially pursuing a defamation claim.
- I did NOT attempt to personally resolve the alleged Onondaga officers mass resignation issue;
- Because of a racially bigoted message, Pete Campenella is
the reason I needed to specifically address the nondiscriminatory nature of our organization;
- Ed Crandall was impeached by the Onondaga Chapter
without my influence or prior input;
- Christina Rathbun was impeached by the Onondaga Chapter with my influence and input as a Chapter member following her publicly labeling me as clueless and claiming my
actions make us look like fools;
- At last November's State Chapters meeting, I specifically
noted Shawn Fenner's absence at the PROTEST of the New
York Highway Safety Conference at which the State Police
were presenting their Motorcycle Safety Roadblock Scenario before the mass gathering, and it's noted that Shawn
himself stated on 10/3/08, "i will not be at the protest as i
will be inside attending the seminar", after which Beth unknowingly tripped over herself in a six-minute time span
both advocating Shawn's absence and the protest, "Shawn, is
this going to cause an issue for you? I hope not, I dont wnat
(sic) to ruin your presentation at all. any suggestions?", and
"Thank you Roadkill!! this is great news!! as soon as you
For information 1-888-344-4400

get the press release I will send it to my contacts locally
which have contacts all over". I actually attended the State
Police presentation of their Motorcycle Safety Roadblock
Scenario and raised multiple points before the gathered
crowd;
- The chapter legislative officer snoozing during a meeting
with the representative of the Senate Majority Leader and
our friendly Assemblywoman was gently roused;
- The Executive Session to address Beth's conflict of interest
through seeking employment from a company the organization was negotiating benefits from was properly requested to
be incorporated into the 3/16/08 agenda;
- The minutes of the Executive Session addressing Beth's
conflict of interest weren't published, and were only later
shared. They're readily available for anyone that desires a
copy, and I encourage you to seek same;
- All actions taken by me have been to the benefit of
ABATE of New York, and to the safety & security of its
membership, in accordance with the bylaws and the responsibilities of my position as State President.
Lastly, thank you for the continued support from those of
you who remain aware of our continued dedicated focus.
Questions, comments, concerns? Please simply send me a
message at rdkil@frontiernet.net
Ride on.
Roadkill

VICE PRESIDENT
Well, summer is nearing its end and fall is soon approaching. The last few months have been difficult for the
ABATE of NY Inc Board but we have prevailed and will
continue to move forward with our mission of ABATE of
NY Inc. It has taken us very long time but we finally have a
law suit filed against the motorcycle stops thanks to Mitch
Proner and NCOM. We are in the process of creating a second foundation under a new tax status that will help us with
educating the general public in regards to motorcycles and
motorcycle safety awareness. This has been something in
the making for over five years now and I am proud to have
been an influence in getting it started. With these new endeavors will come more responsibilities and opportunities
for all of our members to become more involved. I am
hoping that some will come forward to volunteer their time
in order to help ABATE prosper.
Elections are also soon approaching for your chapters and
also for the state board. If deciding on running for a posi-
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tion remember it is not just the prestige of having a title you
should be interested in but the gratification of being able to
promote ABATE‘s mission and to be a leader for others to
follow and learn from.
Voting for a Leader or a Manager
When voting for someone try to think about certain qualities
that individual has, are they a leader or a manager? A leader
is someone who people chose to follow. A leader is a person
of integrity. People tend to follow a leader by choice. A
manager on the other hand tends to ―manage‖ the affairs and
tells people what to do rather than letting others use decision
making techniques. People tend to abide by or rebel against
someone they see simply as a boss. Both Qualities are good
to have but leadership qualities tend to unite the organization unlike manager qualities that tend to segregate or cause
disputes which take energy away from or main cause which
is motorcycle rights and safety.

ABATE is an open organization, we do not hold private
meetings, and ALL of our meetings officer and membership
are open to EVERYONE and ANYONE.
Whether you are at a state chapter meeting, a state board
meeting, a chapter membership meeting, or a chapter officer‘s meeting every member is allowed to attend. There are
rules to follow though. If you attend a state board meeting
or a chapter officer‘s meeting and you are not an officer in
that meeting you can not have a say unless you raise your
hand and if you are recognized you can say something.
As a member of ABATE of New York, Inc you can attend
any chapter meeting in any county of New York but you‘ll
have the most influence in your own chapter. If you have a
problem with you chapter that you want to discuss it contact
your regional coordinator. Their phone number is in every
ABATE of New York state newsletter.

This is a time for retrospect as well for those that are currently holding an officer position. What have you or other
accomplished throughout the year? Were you able to keep
a united front within your chapter and abide by ABATE of
NY Mission statement , or was there more energy spent
fighting amongst yourselves and trying to resolve conflicts
that were more of a personal agenda? WE all need to look
within ourselves and come to realize that there are always
going to be people that we may not get along with but part
of being a leader or an officer is realizing this and then find
a way to move forward with ABATE‘s goal which is motorcycle safety and our freedoms of being able to ride. We may
not agree with some people‘s attitudes or comments but we
need to realize that we can still move forward and should
not be spending energy on finding ways to undermine another person. ABATE is an organization not a club. Everyone is welcome to their opinion and we all need to remember to get along and abide by our bylaws and our mission.

I hope this gives you something to think about when your
chapter representative is voting for the 2010 board officers
or you are voting for your chapter officers.

Some who read this article may feel that I have a political
agenda in regards to the upcoming elections. This is not the
case. I am only trying to give those readers something to
consider when they are making decisions for the future of
ABATE. I feel now is the time to get back to basics and
remember why we are here. It is to fight for our freedoms as
motorcyclists. The only thing we accomplish by not working together is showing the public how weak we are. We
are not weak, we are a strong organization that has helped
pass several motorcycle friendly bills into law. We did it by
working together and choosing the right leaders to help us
and we must continue working together and choosing the
right leaders.

Buffalo-Erie – Damian is out of the State and Pete and
Ralph will fill in for him. Pete stated that they were having
a Mystery Run on July 12, 2009. Membership is holding at
about 295 and they have been getting about 50 members at
their meeting. He also stated that the newsletter has been
getting out on time and there should be another one in about
2 weeks.

For information 1-888-344-4400

We are here because we all have a common bond….
We love to Ride.

Beth

WESTERN REGIONAL MEETING
Western Region A Meeting April 10, 2009
Meeting was called to order at 7:30 pm with 4 Chapters present. There was 9 members total. We also have e-mail reports from two chapters. With guests, Tim Werder, State
President, State Vice President and State Legislative Coordinator. We all rose for the Pledge to the Flag.

Chautauqua – Andy was unable to attend so he sent an email to Michael. They are still holding their membership.
They will be having a Memorial Run on August 23, 2009
and all are invited to attend.
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Finger Lakes – Michael stated that we were working on our
Annual Poker Run on August 29, 2009. This is the rain date
that was picked. Flyers were handed out. The Chapter is
doing well and we hope to gain some new members at both
of the events. Also with the good days we have begun our
Burger Night Runs in May. Also Rock and Roar will be
July 18, 2009.
Monroe – Carl Stated that they are working on the Hamlin
Bike Run and Bike Show August 9, 2009. He said that the
membership was holding and they have had good turnout
for the meetings.
Orleans – Chuck stated that the Chapter was doing well at
this time. He also stated that they would be having ―Ride
Jam‖ on July 19th at the Sportsman‘s Club, a Fun Run on
August 8, 2009. Membership is holding about 75.
Wayne – via e-mail Pam stated that they are looking forward to our Gypsy Run on the on July 25. We really like our
meeting place, Granskofski's Restaurant and Tavern we can
socialize before the meeting eating breakfast and go into the
closed tavern to have the meeting in private. Wayne County
is a bunch of small towns and we are planning to purchase
motorcycle safety signs in the Spring and donate one to
every police station.
We also had three guests that were asked if they would like
to speak:
State President – Tim ―Road kill‖ Werder stated that he
was just here to observe and had nothing to add.
State Legislative Coordinator – George spoke on Federal
Tax incentives for purchasing a new motorcycle, State Confiscation Bill, HOV Bill, Parking problems, NYC Ride for
Action. He would also like the State to Endorse John Liu
for Controller. Road Kill stated that there may not need to
be a bill on the HOV lanes, if there were Federal Funds used
to build these lanes, there should not be a bill to fight.
George also stated that Mitch Proner has filed a class action
Law Suit on the missing money from the State DMV fund,
and has 5 Plaintiffs and is looking for 5 more to add.
State Vice President – Beth stated that we all need to think
about the State Nominations and Elections coming up. She
also got a phone call from a person in Varysburg, NY that
some of the other members have also gotten.
Anyone interested in the new yard signs; please contact Suzi
Q since I gave the last 22 that I have to Orleans Chapter at
this meeting.
Always remember that if you cannot attend the Western Region Meeting, you could send someone else in your place.
We would like to have someone from each Chapter at the
meeting. The next meeting will be held October 9, 2009 at
For information 1-888-344-4400

the VFW in Medina.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:40 pm.
Michael J. Grasby, Sr.
Western Region ―A‖ Coordinator

LEGISLATION REPORT
ABATE of New York is a CO-complainant in that law suit
that has been filed in Federal Court against the NY
State Police.
Now here is the pitiful part about the motorcyclist from
New York State, after 18 months of trying, only Five
motorcyclist contacted Mitch Proner to be part of the
class action law suit. Three motorcyclist in the law suit
are out of state riders. I have heard that last year two
motorcycles were impounded in route to the ABATE
(Monroe) Hamlin bike show. One was bought back from
the DMV for $1,500. the other was striped of all legally
own parts by the owner and the frame was purchased
from the DMV for a dollar. The motorcycle was reassembled. I don't know how many tickets were given out
at Hamlin, but no one from Monroe contacted Mitch
Proner about their tickets. I heard at the ABATE Western District meeting last month that Mitch Proner is
looking into filing an additional laws suit on the road
block issue.
Proner &Proner
Attorneys at Law
1-800-pro law1

As a citizen of this nation you can write ANY
ELECTED OFFICIAL about this issue, from the
President of the United States to a village trustee.
Tell them that you don't want to spend federal and
state and local tax dollars on
state police motorcycle only road blocks.
The idea for some reason is perpetuating law enforcement that the people that are citizens of this nation are
somehow the enemy, and if not the enemy at least a
cash cow that needs to be milked for all it is worth. I
would like to thank everyone that signed the petition to
stop 416-A in New York City. It is of my opinion that the
EPA will continue to lobby on the local level to have
EPA engraved only motorcycle exhaust systems on motorcycles. We need to be awake and ready to respond
to the crisis that is beginning to fall upon us. I think
that any number of the elected officials can help us in
this fight but we need to contact them and be ready
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when the issue arises locally. We are under attack by
the Federal government consumer products safety
committee, environmental protection agency, nation
highway traffic safety administration, and the national transportation safety board are working collectively to get motorcycles off the road for one reason
or another or for a collection of reasons. it only
seems possible that In the eyes of the federal bureaucrats to reduce the fatalities by reducing the
number of motorcycles on the road. Given the fact
that $4.00 a gallon gasoline had a lot of spend thrifts
out buying motor scooters last year and the number
of fatalities and accidents rose proportionately we
have been screaming and hollering and jumping up
and down for years trying to get legislators to understand that motorcycle awareness rider education is
the way to reduce accidents and fatalities. for some
unknown reason the individuals that are in charge of
motorcycle safety at the state level are only concerned with enforcement. they think that humans are
incapable of learning. To them it is easier to put up a
deer crossing sign then it is to teach the deer how to
properly cross the street. The same logic applies to
people driving down the road. it is easier for them to
attempt to enforce laws and regulations on motorcyclists then it is to educate the average motorists to
drive in a manner making them aware of and how to
share the road with motorcyclists. It is necessary for
us to soon be working on petitions to stop 416-B Recently ABATE of NY State endorsed for controller of
NYC John Liu. This does not change in our favor in
any way what we can anticipate from city council in
NYC. I am aware of a blog by Peter Pastor the legislative coordinator for NYC councilman Alan Gerson,
where in he stated that 416-A is in rewrite. We need
to be prepared for it to resurface after the election in
November. Unfortunately City Councilman Gerson
does not have any challengers to his city council
seat. the EPA will not stop pushing their agenda
where ever they think it is possible to move forward.

and pass these laws in little towns like East Greenwich Rhode Island, what makes you think it won't
happen where you live?

THE "NOISE NAZIS" ARE UPON US!

Confiscation Bill SPONSOR Assemblywoman Lupardo A01933 Canestrari, DelMonte, Schroeder,
Espaillat, Magee, Carrozza, Hawley, Benjamin, Boyland, Brennan, Cook, Crouch, Destito, John, Latimer,
Lopez V, Markey, McEneny, Miller, Pheffer, Pretlow,
Sweeney, Titus, Weisenberg

The objective is to create a difference in the enforcement standard throughout the state in question. This
will create a controversy that can only be solved by
enactment of new state laws with the result will be
the establishment of the EPA standard state wide.
Motorcyclist are not the only group that are complaining that the federal bureaucrats are trying to
over ride state laws and regulations. This going to
the cities was done with the helmet law back in the
early 80's with a cash blackmail incentive, now the
incentive is strictly silence. If the EPA can reach out
For information 1-888-344-4400

CHANGE OF TITLE
I would like to think that all chapters have been
building legislative teams to work on our legislative
issues. I feel that somehow over a period of time the
individuals that do legislative work for ABATE are not
given the courtesy and recognition for the jobs that
they do for ABATE. I will be asking at the next state
board meeting that all chapters in ABATE change the
title from Legislative Coordinator to Vice president of
legislative Affairs and given third in line succession
to the chapter president. It has been my opinion after
watching what is going on in different chapters that
legislation is the least concern of some individuals.

LOCAL ELECTIONS
Local elections are the majority elections this year
village town city and county level are for consideration. your chapter legislative coordinators should be
following your local elections and keeping you informed as to the best possible candidates concerning the rights of motorcyclists. it takes little time to
become involved in the local political scene we all
have grievances against our government at one level
or another and now would be a good time to teach
your elected officials what motorcyclists need and
want. Our rights cannot be reserved by the voice of a
few, but by the collective voices of people standing
up against the tyranny of our own government.

Here are some good motorcycle legislation that you
could also talk about when you lobby your state legislators:
ABATE OF NEW YORK SUPPORTS THESE BILLS

S01298 SPONSOR DILAN Provides that ownership of
unidentifiable part in identifiable motorcycle, other
than a stolen motorcycle shall be returned to such
owner, provided that department has made findings
such owner had no knowledge part was unidentifiPage 10
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able and that owner wasn't responsible nor acted in
concert to render such part unidentifiable; provides
that a department investigation shall take place within
thirty days after seizure of motorcycle; and requires
commissioner to establish criteria to determine
whether motorcycle shall be confiscated, seized or impounded and also to establish a system to ensure return of motorcycles to owners in undamaged condition.
Thruway Motorcycle Tolls SPONSOR Assemblywoman
John A00691 Exempts motorcycles from tolls collected from the New York state thruway authority

2178 Exempts bicycle, motorcycle, snowmobile and
equestrian helmets from sales and use tax.
Hit and Run SPONSOR Raia A04061 No same as
COSPNSR Alfano, Burling, Giglio, Kolb, Walker, Bacalles, Barclay, Barra, Butler, Calhoun, Conte, Errigo,
Finch, Fitzpatrick, McDonough, McKevitt, Miller,
O'Mara, Sayward, Thiele, Townsend Increases the
criminal penalties for crimes of vehicular assault, vehicular manslaughter and leaving the scene of an incident where death or serious personal injury has resulted.

Helmet Sales Tax SPONSOR Assemblyman McEneny
A02178 COSPNSR Lupardo Same as S 3239
MLTSPNSR Abbate, Benjamin, Colton, Cook, DelMonte, Destito, Espaillat, Lancman, Magee, Reilly,
Rivera J, Schimminger, Stirpe, Towns, Weisenberg Exempts bicycle, motorcycle, snowmobile and equestrian
helmets from sales and use tax. Return of Stolen Motor Vehicles SPONSOR Kolb A02802 COSPNSR Errigo,
Hawley, Walker, Crouch MLTSPNSR Corwin, Jordan,
Raia S 2633 SPONSOR PADAVAN COSPNSR JOHNSON
O, MORAHAN Expedites the return of stolen motor vehicles and motorcycles to their rightful owners thereby
reducing overcrowding of police storage pounds; provides for evidentiary photographs of their vehicle to be
made available upon discovery.

Hit and Run SPONSOR KRUGER S04261 No same as
Provides that for a sentence imposed for leaving the
scene of an incident without reporting where the accident caused death or serious physical injury, as required in section 600 of the vehicle and traffic law, the
minimum period of imprisonment must be for two
years.

Distinctive Plates SPONSOR LANZA S05136 Allows for
distinctive plates to be issued for members of the New
York city fire riders motorcycle club.

Repeal the handle bar height law States with NO RESTRICTIONS ON HANDLEBAR HEIGHT Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Montana, New Mexico, North Carolina,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia 31 states to date have chosen to raise or eliminate handlebar height restrictions. 16 of those 30
states have eliminated all handlebar height restrictions without a negative safety impact. "It is a poor
usage of law enforcements time and is a waste of the
tax payers' hard earned dollars, to have a law enforced
that has absolutely no safety purpose." Gram Ennis
ELIMINATE V&T Laws § 381. Motorcycle equipment. 5.
No person shall operate on a public highway a motorcycle on which the handle bars or grips are more than

ABATE Helmet SPONSOR Parment A04541 COSPNSR
Lupardo SPONSOR NOZZOLIO S02403 Exempts motorcyclists over the age of twenty-one from the requirement of wearing protective helmets of a type approved
by the commissioner of motor vehicles when operating
or riding a motorcycle.
Stolen Plate SPONSOR Brennan A04210 COSPNSR
Ortiz, John, Colton, Lupardo, Abbate, Canestrari, Eddington, Fields, Hooper, Maisel, McEneny, Pheffer,
Sweeney Permits registrants of stolen motor vehicles,
motorcycles or trailers to credit the unused portion of
the requisite registration fee against any subsequent
registration fees for other vehicles owned by the registrant.

Vehicle Collision Reconstruction SPONSOR Eddington
A03360 Bradley, Cahill, Cusick, Englebright No same
as Establishes a motor vehicle collision reconstruction
unit within the division of the state police and allows
the district attorney to designate either himself or herself, and/or at least one assistant as vehicular crimes
prosecutor to conduct prosecutions of certain crimes.

Repossession SPONSOR ADAMS S02707 COSPNSR
MONSERRATE, PARKER Requires notice after repossession, opportunity to cure default, and notice of any
sale of the repossessed motor vehicle or motorcycle.
Sales Tax SPONSOR FLANAGAN S03239 Same as A
For information 1-888-344-4400
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count on all items bought that day, Bikes and items already on sale will not be given that additional discount.

the height of the operator's shoulders.

NEW YORK CITY
New York City defies federal law, bans motorcycles in
HOV lanes “This is outrageous and totally unacceptable. Karen Perrine of Staten Island, New York, suffered through a two-and-a-half-year nightmare because of a ticket she got on Oct. 26, 2005 while riding her Yamaha FZ1 motorcycle in a New York City
HOV lane” Local biker stands up for right to ride in
HOV lane New York City motorcyclists routinely use
High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes as is their Federal right according to the U.S. code governing HOV
lanes - Title 23, Section 166 - but bikers are being
ticketed for it. Staten Islander Karen Perrine waded
through a two-and-a-half year ordeal after getting a
summons on Oct. 26, 2005, while riding her 2002 Yamaha FZ1 motorcycle in a New York City HOV lane on
the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway. Her conviction was
eventually reversed and removed from her driving record by the New York Department of Motor Vehicle
Appeals Board, but it cost her. "The total price of this
ticket has been $1,270," the 42-year-old told the
Daily News. "That includes the appeal, a driver's assessment fee and a new insurance policy. "We as riders can't pick and choose which laws we want to
obey," "But the law clearly states motorcycles are permitted in HOV lanes. New York City DOT needs to
bring the traffic rules into compliance with Federal
regulations." I thought that I was helping to change
the local traffic laws and prevent other bikers from
suffering as I have. The New York City DOT had
drafted an amendment that would make local traffic
rules comply with the U.S. code, finally.

FINGER LAKES ABATE
It‘s that time again, to report on our chapters for the New
York Freedom Writer.Our membership is down a bit, but hopes to bring it up
again. We had to cancel our Annual Run scheduled for
June 20, 2009 due to ―RAIN‖. We have re-scheduled the
run for August 29, 2009 and hope that some of you will be
able to make it.
The run starts at Arkport Cycles in Arkport. Sign up starts
at 10 am and we will end at the VFW in Hornell with
many nice door prizes and there will be food available.
Also remember that Arkport Cycles will give a 15% disFor information 1-888-344-4400

At this point we have not been hit with the Motorcycle
only Road Stops and hope that we don‘t. I do know that
there have been problems with other chapter and group
rides. I only hope that these stops do not cause any problems for those stopped. It makes me think that these stops
could cause accidents with each other or with cars, police
or others. If this happens, I hope that the police will be
held responsible.
Many of our members have been out hanging up posters
and signs for our upcoming ride and I thank them for that.
Many of the door prize gift certificates may have to be
rewritten if they have an expiration dates that will be past
at the time of the ride. I also want to thank the members
that took time to collect all the door prizes, because we
have some nice ones.
Hope to see many of you at our next State Chapter Meeting and remember that there will be nominations for next
year‘s officers. We will also have nominations coming up
in the next few months for local chapter officers. Let‘s get
out and support all of the officers, past, present and future.
This is the only way we can keep ABATE going.
Ride Safe, But Ride Far,
Michael J. Grasby, Sr.
President Finger Lakes ABATE
Wayne ABATE
ABATE needs to address crack sealer on the roads. As
most of you know when it gets wet it is really slippery. If
the police are so worried about legeal helmets preventing
fatalities they should also be looking into more important
things such as how the road construction and stoned roads
affect motorcycle going down. Everyone that rides a motorcycle had to learn how to at some point. Remember
when stoned roads made you worry a bit. The state should
provide portable motorcycle warning signs
for certain construction areas and for
―stoned road ahead‖ so you have the option to go another way.
We have lot of country riding with little
traffic which is really nice but we also find
stoned roads and only some of them have
signs.
Pam Wright
Wayne ABATE
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Membership
I hope everyone has had a great riding season so far. While out riding, stopping and talking to various people who share in
the same passion of motorcycling as you, remember to tell them about ABATE and its aims and purposes. The more members we have, the bigger voice we have in protecting our rights.
In November, elections will be held for all Chapter and State Board positions. Make yourself more involved by attending
meetings and voicing your opinion. As a member, you make ABATE what it is, and your opinions and ideas are important.
Don‘t forget about our AVIS rental car discount. It‘s easy to use, just show your ABATE membership card and use our
AWD number Q365502.
We would like to acknowledge our newest 2009 Milestone Members and thank them for their continued dedication
to the organization:
10 Years
Mike Herrington

Brett Prochazka

Robert Matrisciano

Dave Owczarczyk

Rodney Swain

Judy Bertrand

John Bertrand

Paul Fleisher

Mike Krizar

James Weeks

Joe Turczynski

Ken Rousell

Harry Coates Sr.

Ron Seniska

Jim Skidmore

Doug Walter

Keith LaBeef

Dan Zollo

Joanna Bradway

Pete Kiernan

Matt Testani

Bob Bernstein

William Dunphy

George Rohrbach

Kathy Stacconi

Earl ―Pat‖ Garlock

Barb Garlock

Rich Brant

Eric Lenga

Carl Belawske

Greg McGahan

Fred Barrett

Bob Allen

James Bates

Bill Schulz

George Ihlenburg

Lisa Knowlton

Robert Friedrich

Jeff Buongiorne

Joe Nichols

Richard Dibble

15 Years

20 Years
Michael Bucholtz

Jennifer Caloia

21 Years
Dave Carpenter

Don Cleary

22 Years
Tom Alton

Becky Persons

Life Membership Program
The Life Membership program consists of a one
time payment based on the number of years the
William ―Bull‖ Brown member has in the organization. Beginning with
their 25th year they are automatically a Charter Life
Member and dues are waived.
0 - 5yrs Membership $400
6 – 10 yrs Membership $300
11- 15 yrs Membership $200

23 Years
Susan Ferry

Chuck Persons

24 Years
Scott Clark

In addition to all benefits of a full member the Life
Member will receive

Jan Aguirre

26 Years
Tom Duffee

Ken Ferry

Jerry Letson

A Life Member patch

28 Years

A distinctive Life Member card

Diane Rozniak

Yearly pins

For information 1-888-344-4400
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Summertime, and the living is easy…
At this writing, the sun is out, the birds are
chirping, and I'm off to a city festival to soak
up a (hopefully) rain free day. Hope you all
are getting plenty of safe and roadblock free
miles in!
I just watched a news bit on our local cable
news in Rochester, Rnews. They interviewed
me last week at a charity run, and let me tell
you, that is the PR approach. My interview
was, of course, about the harassment we are
facing with the State Trooper Roadblocks,
but I made sure I made the point that not
only is it discrimination against motorcyclists, but also a punch in the gut to some of
the finest charities in the state. I can't tell you
how many bikers I've talked to who refuse to
go on some charity rides because they do not
want to deal with the roadblocks. This caught
the media's attention, and it got on the air.
Oh, and by the way, while I waited for the
cameraman to arrive to interview me, I
passed out at least a hundred of our bumper
stickers, and shook hands with many bikers
excited to get one. I introduced myself to the
Sheriff, the organizers, and all sorts of different folks who had booths, and gave them all
my card. I chatted with a few buddies, and
saw some great bikes. Just keep your little PR
bag of goodies in your saddlebag, and be
ready to use your time powerfully. So this
particular station is now interested in doing a
motorcycle awareness piece, since I also mentioned that ABATE would love to see this
grant money awarded to the Troopers for
Troopers to go into Driver's Ed classes, high
schools, point reduction classes and other
community groups. Let's face it, not all media
really care about what is going on with motorcyclists, but they care about community,
and charities are a huge feel good part of our
communities, so use that angle and get yourselves noticed by the media.
I'll be talking to Chapters at the next meeting
in Binghamton in a few weeks, and would like
everyone to think about next year's State Fair
as a venue for our organization to reach the
public on a state-wide level. Many thanks to
Sandy Mensch of Oswego for hipping me to
For information 1-888-344-4400

by Suzi Q Long, Public Relations
the idea, and doing some research. If we start
planning now for the week long event, I feel
we can get our information out there like
never before. If we all commit to some time to
cover a booth, we can have an effective presentation to the public. In the meantime, don't
forget about some of the festivals in your own
communities. Many will give you a booth
space for little or no money, and this kind of
venue not only helps with recruiting of new
members, but also awareness to the general
public.
I've sent out and passed out several thousand
bumper stickers. I intend to make sure all
chapters have received something by the next
chapter meeting. If you have not received
any, please bring it to my attention and I'll
hook you up. We have a few of our own
awareness bumper stickers left, many stickers from the DMV, so everyone will have
something.
The pens are ordered, and we should receive
5,000 of them within the next few weeks. I will
either ship them or pass them out when they
arrive. Those are compliments of the State
Fund, and intended as give a ways at your
events.
Other than that, life is going by too fast. I always get a little sad when I see the school
supplies come out, but to me that's the halfway point of the season. I ride a rat bike, so I
don't mind the first few snowflakes, but man,
this season has escaped me!
Please know that I am here to support you all.
If your PR Officer needs help, get them some!
I am always available by email, as I check it
every day- prbysuziq@yahoo.com
If you need ideas, support, or just want to
bounce ideas off me, I look forward to hearing
from you.
As always, it is my honor to be your
Public Relations Officer. Peace!
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Prospector Reports on the Legislative Session
I’d like to give the membership a brief
summary of what did (or didn’t) occur during the 2009 New York State Legislative
Session in relation to our issues.
I’ve
waited this long because the Senate just
adjourned last week.
My intention at the beginning of session in
January was to concentrate on Confiscation Bill S1298/A1933 which we have lobbied for the past several years, and which
has been blocked by DMV and the PBA.
Due to the shift in control from Republican
to Democrat in the Senate, I was at a loss
as to how to proceed this year. As it
turned out, I wasn’t alone in my confusion,
as no one in Senate offices knew what
they were supposed to do either. Republican staff members stated that they were
going to re-introduce their bills as usual.
However, it was unknown whether the Democratic majority would recognize those
bills, and also whether they would or
would not introduce a similar bill, so the
confusion continued. (Little did I know
that this was only the beginning.)
In an attempt to cover as many bases as
possible in a single efficient stroke, on
January 20th I met with Sen. Dilan, the
new Transportation Committee Chairman,
to explain the Confiscation Bill. At this
point, I still didn’t know who was going to
sponsor the bill, but I had a potential
sponsor from each party, so that when it
became clear who would be able to introduce new bills, I would be able to act
quickly. On January 30th, I received a call
from Sen. Dilan’s office informing me that
he would personally sponsor the bill. This
was good news, as sponsorship by the
committee chair puts a bill in a good position right out of the gate. On February
3rd, bill S1298 was on the agenda for the
Transportation Committee Meeting. This
was even better news. The bill was moving right along, and I became somewhat
optimistic. Sen. Dilan approached me after the meeting, however, and informed
me that he had held the bill at the request
of the majority leader. I told his legislaFor information 1-888-344-4400

tive aide that DMV had been stonewalling
the bill, and was told that they would find
out why they had been asked to hold it.
On February 10th, Sen. Dilan told me the
bill had gone to DMV for review (like they
haven’t had 3 or 4 years to review it already), but that he wanted the bill to move
and would get it on the committee agenda
as soon as possible.
On February 24th, I went to the Transportation Committee Meeting even though the
bill was not on the agenda. Once again,
Sen. Dilan approached me after the meeting and stated that he would find out why
DMV was holding up the bill or he would
move it out of committee anyway.
I continued to meet with Democratic Senators each week regarding the bill and garnered encouraging support. In late April
or early May, the committee met again,
and again I attended. Sen. Dilan collared
me in the hallway before the meeting and
told me DMV wanted to meet to discuss
the bill and possibly make some changes.
I told him we were amenable and he said
he would arrange a meeting.
On May 18th, during the Freedom Rally,
we met with representatives from DMV,
Assembly sponsor Donna Lupardo, and the
head of Assembly Central Programs Committee where we discussed DMV’s proposed changes which were unacceptable.
(Incidentally, at this point, the Assembly
version of the bill, A1933, was on 3rd
reading, the last stop before the Assembly
floor.) This meeting was not very productive, as is typical of meetings with DMV.
Assemblywoman Lupardo and I agreed to
meet again and to do some research on
DMV’s procedure for dealing with confiscated motorcycles. Half an hour later, I
learned that S1298 was on the Senate
Transportation Committee agenda for June
2nd.
On June 2nd, Sen. Dilan again approached
me as he entered the meeting room and
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Prospector Reports on the 2009 Legislative
said, “I told you I would pass this bill, and
I will do it today, no matter what.” The
bill was reported out, and within 2 days it
was on 3rd reading.

move the bill in the Assembly should it
pass in the Senate, but that never happened. Oddly enough, when I checked the
status of S1298 on July 21st, it had been
referred to Rules Committee. Bills usually
proceed from 3rd reading to the floor, so
why this one went back to Rules is a mystery (to me, at least).

I was beginning to think we might finally
get it to the Senate floor, but on June 8th,
we and the rest of the state were blindsided by the Senate “coup”. I immediately
began receiving calls cancelling the Senate So, we will be starting anew next session,
appointments I had scheduled through the and hopefully, the Senate will have its
end of session. The rest is history, and as leadership issues resolved.
I’m sure everyone knows by now, the Assembly concluded its business and went Prospector
home as expected, and the Senate continued until July 15th. During this time, As- Prospector lives in Columbia county and has been
semblywoman Lupardo was prepared to going to Albany most Tuesdays during the
New York State Legislative Session for many years

Photos from Columbia Chapter

Sandy

Sandy,
Paul and
Lisa from
Columbia
County
ABATE
Wholly
Cow

&
Dino

Ben
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Jonathan Wharram Named Proner/ABATE Activist Scholarship Recipient
My name is Jonathan Wharram. I may only be 17
years old as I sit to write this, but the story began
when I was 16 years old. On the 23rd of July 2008,
my father and I set out from Holley, New York for
Los Angeles, California. I was 16 years old when I
left home and I rode my 1993 Dyna Wide Glide across
the country. We rode hard out to Colorado. In Colorado, we rode up to Pike's Peak and we went to the
Royal Gorge. After riding for a couple of days in
Colorado, we headed further west to the four corners
of Utah, Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico, and
then I was totally amazed at the Grand Canyon. Next
we were headed to Las Vegas for a couple of days and
then we ended up in our destination of Los Angeles.
From there we headed north through the Sequoia National Forest. After California, we started heading
back towards home and we went to Yellowstone National Forest. This was one of the best parts of the trip
because the park has everything including animals, a
beautiful land, and many natural wonders. After Yellowstone, we headed to Sturgis, South Dakota and
spend three days at the biggest biker rally in the world.
From there we rode long and hard back to New York
where we call it home. This trip lasted for 21 days
and we rode 7,033 miles. I have so many memories
from this trip that I will have for my whole life. The
best part of this incredible journey was that I got to
spend it with my dad, and it launched a lifetime love
of riding.
Being 16 years old and putting 7,033 miles on my bike
in 21 days was only the beginning. Riding is in my

blood and advocating for motorcyclists' rights is in my
blood. I come from a long line of riders including my
parents, sibling, uncles, aunts, and grandparents. I
have attended biker rallies with them, gone on dice
runs, and have volunteered at some of their functions.
Every place we stop and everywhere we go triggers
many conversations with fellow bikers talking about
issues such as safer roadways, preventing accidents,
and helmet laws just to name a few, and I think as a
younger rider, I have a voice that needs to be shared. I
have noticed that many of the members in my family's
A.B.A.T.E. group and other groups across the country
are older individuals and I think it is important for
younger people to be involved. My desire and my inspiration to ride come from within and our freedoms
are important. In August 2009, I will be starting college at Rochester Institute of Technology majoring in
Civil Engineering. I will have the opportunity to
make connections with many influential people including CEOs of major companies, and they in turn
influence law makers. I have grown up watching my
parents volunteer for many community groups and I
have also volunteered myself for several different
community groups. My parents have instilled in me a
true sense of giving back to others and being involved
with the people in my life. Advocating for motorcyclists' rights will be a win-win situation. Not only will
I be able to help others in my community and across
the nation, but I will also be helping myself since I
plan on riding for the rest of my life.
(Jonathan Wharram)

Proner/ABATE Activist Scholarship Award
Established through the ABATE of NY member Mitchell Proner, Esq., of the law firm Proner &
Proner on 42nd Street, NYC, the Proner/ABATE Activist Scholarship Award offers an annual
$1,000 college scholarship benefit for ABATE members or their immediate families. Candidates
must submit an essay detailing why motorcyclists‘ rights are important to them, and in what way
their desired coursework will assist them in the ongoing fight for motorcyclists‘ rights. The selection criteria can also include level of involvement in ABATE of New York activities, financial
need, community service, application effort, school involvement, and other considerations.

Congratulations Jonathan!

For information 1-888-344-4400
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The ABATE of NY State Board is honored to present
another level of membership, designed to memorialize
members passed.

Forever Members

The ABATE of New York Forever Member will be
memorialized through a unique card and memorial
certificate, and continuing annual ABATE of New
York pins. Forever Members' names will be published in a special section of every subsequent issue of
The Freedom Writer and on the ABATE of New York
website.

You can shed tears because they are gone,
or you can smile because they lived.

The card and certificate are meant for the memorializing party to treasure, pins perhaps to be saved or
placed at the grave, and the publication so
all remember.

Michelle Hall
Barbara Rancourt
Robert Taylor

Forever Membership has been established at a onetime cost of $100, and eligibility is limited to those
who were members of ABATE of New York at time
of death.

Chris Peek

For further information, or to memorialize an ABATE
of New York member through Forever Membership,
please contact the State Office Manager at 888-3444400, or cwerder@frontiernet.net

And in the end, it's not the years in your life
that count. It's the life in your years.
*Abraham Lincoln

Niagara Falls N.Y. Chapter
Harley Owners Group
PO Box 603, Niagara Falls, NY 14120

www.nfhog.net

Meetings 3rd Thursday of Month
8:00 PM
American Legion Post
6525 Ward Road
Sanborn, NY

The First in Synthetics ®
SINCE 1972

ROBERT “BOBP” PIACENTE
AMSOIL AND ALTRUM AUTHORIZED DEALER
ZO# 1434872
47-37 245th Street
Douglaston, NY 11362
(917) 747-0662
piagent@nyc.rr.com
www.lubedealer.com/bobp

For information 1-888-344-4400
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Are You Thinking of Reducing Your Liability Coverage?
Don't Do It If You Have Umbrella Insurance Coverage!

By: Philip L. Frankel Esq

With the economy in bad shape, you may be thinking of saving money by reducing your liability insurance, but
this could get you in a lot of trouble if you have umbrella insurance.
Insurance brokers and salespeople like to sell umbrella insurance which is a separate insurance policy offering $1
million or more insurance coverage and if you purchased one, you cannot reduce your "regular" liability coverage.
All umbrella insurance policies require a minimum amount of underlying liability insurance. Some umbrella insurance policies require that you maintain a minimum underlying liability insurance policy of $100,000 and some
require $300,000. Occasionally, someone will have a "regular" liability insurance policy of $100,000 or more,
purchase an umbrella insurance policy and later reduce the liability insurance policy to the New York State minimum of $25,000 to save money.
The problem is the gap created between the $25,000 minimum coverage and the minimum of $100,000 or
$300,000 required by the umbrella insurance policy. You may find yourself responsible for the difference in the
event that you are negligent in causing an accident and seriously hurt someone.
Where the injured person has an injury worth enough to recover from the umbrella insurance policy, a lawyer representing the injured person will not be able to settle for the $25,000 minimum coverage and will have to seek
compensation from the umbrella insurance policy. This will mean that you will be responsible for the difference.
This is why it is so important for a lawyer to know how to search for umbrella insurance and to conduct a search
even when the person causing the accident only has a $25,000 insurance policy. Some lawyers mistakenly assume that if there is a $25,000 insurance policy, there cannot be umbrella insurance.
Remember, never reduce your auto liability insurance when you have an umbrella insurance policy.
If you have a question you
would like to submit, please
send your question to
ABATE@1800HURT911.com
Philip L. Frankel Esq. is an
attorney representing people
hurt in motorcycle accidents
and other accidents. The foregoing is for informational purposes and should be considered
advertising, not legal advice
which should only be obtained
by formally contacting a lawyer to discuss your specific
circumstances. Mr. Franckel is
the founder of
www.HURT911.org,
www.HURT911Biker.com,
and owns and advertises 1-800HURT-911. If you have been
hurt in a motorcycle accident,
construction accident, or any
kind of accident, call Phil
Franckel for a free consultation
George and Beth Gorman, with Molly Clifford, assistant to the mayor, Bob Duffy, of
at 1-800-HURT-911.
Rochester. We marched in the 19th ward parade June 6th

For information 1-888-344-4400
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The Sounds Of Summer Silenced?
As I sit at my computer,
with my windows open in
peaceful suburbia, I enjoy
the sounds of summer
while I work. The children
running about, giggling,
the neighbors clinking
their gardening tools and
grilling utensils, and the
occasional roar of straight
pipes as they safely glide
through my intersection. It
wouldn't feel like summer
if I didn't hear a bike every
few moments.
Luckily, I live in an area
that seems to tolerate motorcycle noise; so far.
There's an alarming trend
of cities and towns across
the country, who are taking manipulative steps to
muffle our mufflers, even
though there are state
laws to control noise
through proper enforcement. The bottom line is,
enforcement does not
seem to want to take the
time to set up properly
calibrated decibel meters,
as required by law, so cities and towns across the
country are creating
unique ordinances to keep
motorcycles off their
streets.
This past winter, New York
City Council proposed an
ordinance to reduce the
noise from motorcycles by
reducing the amount of
motorcycles on the street.
You see, their problem was
really parking, and yet, if
everyone in NYC drove a
motorcycle, there would
be much less of a parking
problem than they have
For information 1-888-344-4400

now. The ordinance, 416A, would have required all
motorcycles to have an
EPA emissions stamp on
their mufflers. Unfortunately, any bikes built before 1982 wouldn't have
them, almost all custom
pipes wouldn't have them,
and many other after market pipes, baffled or not,
may not have them. These
motorcycles, according to
this proposed ordinance,
would be subject to fines,
and, upon repeated violations, confiscation and the
crushing of the bike!
With the coalition of several motorcycle clubs in
the NYC area, along with
ABATE of NY, and other
MROs, thousands of petitions were signed by bikers across the state and
out of state (thank you),
and the legislation was
thwarted. Many hours of
meetings with NYC Council
representatives went on,
and the item was taken off
Council agendas, for now.
Although this may seem
like a victory, we must be
daunting in our search for
similarly discriminating
legislation. No rest for the
wicked, my brothers and
sisters.
There is currently a bill in
the NYS Assembly that is
frighteningly similar to the
416-A bill that got
crushed. A5980 is a current bill proposed in our
state, and we must contact
our representatives about
in order to make it go
away. We must remind
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By Suzi Q Long
them that there are laws
on the books to properly
measure and enforce muffler noise on motorcycles.
If the state is having trouble providing effective
tools for law enforcement
to follow through on these
laws, then I propose we
take the State Trooper Motorcycle Only Stops' federal grant money, and use
it to provide risk-free test
sites for muffler noise. My
bike makes very little
noise. She would pass any
noise restrictions with
many decibels to spare!
She's an old Kawi... a 1981
created before the EPA
stamp. Therefore, I cannot
go into certain cities in
this country; cities tired of
motorcycle noise, without
fear that I will be fined for
lack of an EPA stamp.
Recently, the bikers in
Beantown got a slap in the
face with a new city ordinance much like the one
we fought in New York
City. From an MMA Release, “This specific ordinance requires that a motorcycle exhaust must
carry an EPA stamp which
is visible to a parking or
police officer who can issue a citation if they don’t
see the EPA stamp – violation is subject to a $300
fine. Citations can be issued whether the vehicle
is in operation or parked
on a street in the City of
Boston.” So, Jessica and I
(me and my bike) won't be
riding the Freedom Trail
anytime soon. You bet I've
contacted many Boston
www.abateny.org

The Sounds Of Summer Silenced continued
city officials who have
websites, as well as reporters at the Boston
Globe to express my protest. Why don't you do the
same? The more we, as
bikers, explain to city officials and citizens that we
carry a large portion of
tourist dollars, the more
they will reconsider these
types of ordinances.
Currently, the MMA, Massachusetts Motorcycle Association, is working to repeal this city ordinance.
After their effective dismissal of hundreds of loud
pipes tickets in a town in
Massachusetts, a case that
went to the Mass. State
Supreme Court a few years

For information 1-888-344-4400

back, and won; I feel they
will do everything in their
power to muffle this form
of discrimination in the
city of Boston.
So we, as New York Bikers,
must make our voices and
opinions be heard, and not
just our pipes... we are tax
-paying citizens and our
representatives work for
us! These types of discriminating ordinances
need to be stopped. Often
times, legislators believe
that unstamped mufflers
are noisy, yet, that is not
always the case. Time to
school 'em, folks. You can
take a few moments to
find your NYS Assembly
representative at:
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Let your representative
know that there are laws
on the books to protect
NYS residents from unruly
and excessive noise from
motorcycle mufflers. Bills
like A5980 must be
stopped in its tracks before our rights are muffled,
not our pipes.
“Those who desire to give
up freedom in order to
gain security, will not
have, nor do they deserve,
either one.” Benjamin
Franklin
Ride like you're invisible.
Peace!
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Our Govt. Shouldn't Be In The MC Business Wack'em & Stack'em Programs Don't Work
By Bill Gilmore, Arizona
Motorcyclist organizations across the US seriously need to reconsider supporting Government
sponsored accelerated vehicle retirement programs.
Please do not drink the financial kool-aid being
offered to you. It is a killer concoction that will
lead to certain death of older motorcycles by
crushing and shredding.
Future motorcyclists will live to regret this misguided wish to save current motorcyclists a few
dollars in the short-term at the risk of allowing permanent accelerated vehicle retirement programs
for motorcycles. These programs are also know as
vehicle scrappage programs and are euphemistically called "cash for clunkers" and "cash for guzzlers."
Who knows what vintage parts, trim or electronics
will become unobtainable? Who knows what vehicles will become collectable in the future? Who
would have ever guessed that "Pacers" and
"Gremlins" would become collectable 20 years after everyone said good riddance? Who would have
ever guessed that numbers-matching "big-block"
convertibles would become the most valuable of
all muscle cars when they were the least desirable
in their day? Who knows all the unintended consequences of accelerated vehicle retirement programs?
As a lifelong vehicle enthusiast with over 20 years
of lobbying experience on behalf of the car hobby.
I can tell you this from first-hand observation, government programs always start-out small just to
get their foot in the door, and, once authorized,
they rarely if ever go away. They only get bigger
and more expensive, then, they take on a life of
their own. A little bit of vehicle scrappage is like a
little bit of pregnancy.
For a quick example, just look at California's vehicle scrappage program. It started out in the late
1980's as a one-time "experiment" by an oil co. to
help "clean the air." Then, once authorized by the
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California Government, it became "just a small pilot program." Now, 20 years later, there are so
many variations of accelerated vehicle retirement
programs in California that it would be impossible
to put an end to them all.
Nowadays, you don't even need to fail the emissions test to be eligible to be crushed in California.
Clean air has become an afterthought because
millions of tax dollars are freely available to crush
cars. Just follow the money.
Suddenly, "nationwide" vehicle scrappage programs are being said to be the way to clean the air
AND raise the nations mpg average. Yeah, right!
That dog won't hunt. It's all smoke and mirrors.
Where's the documentation from California's 20
years in the vehicle scrappage business to substantiate its effectiveness?
Our Government should not be in the car or motorcycle business period. Especially using billions of
our tax-dollars to buy back older cars and motorcycles at higher than market-value prices just to help
sell more new cars and motorcycles.
Government buy-backs, vouchers and tax credits
tend to corrupt the marketplace while achieving
minimal fleet-mileage and air-quality improvements.
(Remember Arizona's alternative-fuel vehicle incentives, and the resulting $600 million dollar debacle and “Alt-Fuel” scandal?)
Accelerated vehicle retirement and vehicle scrappage programs are nothing but a government
sponsored vehicular holocaust under the disguise
of an environmentally-friendly boost to the economy.
*(PS, that is a correct use of the H-word.)
Right now the Fed's have authorized $1 billion of
our tax dollars to scrap 250,000 vehicles by November 1st 2009. For more details on this program go to www.cars.gov. There is already growing
support to authorize $3 billion more of our tax dollars to scrap 750,000 more vehicles over the
course of a year.
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Please keep in mind that the US already scraps
over 11 million vehicles every year through natural
attrition. Spending $4 billion dollars to scrap 1 million more vehicles is not an efficient use of tax dollars and won't make a bit of difference to our nations average fleet-mpg or air-quality.

Accelerated vehicle retirement programs are an
issue that needs much more discussion and I hope
that this article will contribute to that debate and
help to further everyone's understanding of the
many negative aspects of vehicle scrappage programs.

This latest "cash for clunkers" program is just another unsubstantiated government excuse to use
billions of our tax-dollars to pay-back corporate
donations to the political parties. It is an outrageously twisted example of corporate welfare at
the taxpayers expense.

All motorcycle rights organizations need to discuss and reconsider supporting any Government
sponsored accelerated vehicle retirement programs before they become permanent and it's too
late.

By the end of its first year there will be $4 billion
tax dollars spent just to wack'em and stack'em to
make Chinese rebar. Also, keep in mind that this is
only the very beginning of national accelerated vehicle retirement programs. Who knows how big
they will grow, and, mandatory retirement is just a
simple amendment away from voluntary retirement. Take a look at Japan to see how easily they
tax motorists out of their vehicles by the time
they're 6 years old.
Parts recyclers, junk-yards and body-shops, collectors and vehicle hobbyists, used-vehicle dealers
and lower-income drivers and riders will all be affected by higher prices in the future by this blatant
manipulation of the free-marketplace by misguided politicians who have mandated that all surrendered vehicles be crushed or shredded without
allowing for proper recycling of useful parts.
These accelerated vehicle retirement programs
can only be stopped or controlled by tax-paying
patriot's calling our Congresspersons and demanding that they reign-in these misguided and expensive multi-billion dollar programs before they grow
any larger and become permanent.

Proud Supporter
A.B.A.T.E. of New York

It is more than just "cash for guzzlers" here. Arrogant incompetents with hidden agendas are manipulating the marketplace, depleting our existing
resources, and squandering away our tax-dollars
and our children's future tax-dollars for questionable and unsubstantiated short-term goals.
As I have repeatedly said for over 20 years now,
our Government should not be in the car or motorcycle business period.
Please feel free to share and discuss this article
with your friends and fellow vehicle enthusiasts.
You can also e-mail me for an e-mail version of this
article to pass around too. Remember, it's united
we ride, and divided were scrapped.
In conclusion, thanks for taking the time to read
this article and for taking the time to discuss this
important issue. May God guide us all in our efforts to preserve and protect our beloved vehicle
hobby.
* Bill Gilmore is senior research analyst at
Automotive Research Services in Phoenix Arizona,
(602) 230-7111, e-mail him at: AzCarCrazy@aol.com.
Bill is a member of several vehicle clubs as well as
the Society of Automotive Historians and is also
the longtime legislative liaison for the Arizona
Automobile Hobbyist Council which represents Arizona's many car clubs.
####

Gowanda Harley-Davidson
2535 Gowanda Zoar Rd. Gowanda, NY (716) 532-4584
www.gowandaharley.com

For information 1-888-344-4400
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Suzi Q Long, ABATE of NY PR
& Mayor Bob Duffy of Rochester
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Iron Block Harley-Davidson
Route 81 Exit 42

17890 Goodnough St.
Adams Center, NY 13606
(315) 583-6177
www.ironblock.com

Forking by Frank
FRANK’S
MAINTENANCE & ENGINEERING, INC.
Replacement fork tubes
for most motorcycles.
Stock, over or under.

945 PITNER AVENUE
EVANSTON, IL 60202
847-475-1003

"An engineer takes a problem and fixes it.
A humanist takes a problem and celebrates
its complexity."
Robert Weisbuch, president of Drew University

From the Editor

When they call the roll in the Senate, the Senators do
not know whether to answer 'Present' or 'Not guilty.'

Hi. The last board meeting
was so long we had to
leave because the Legion
was closing.

Theodore Roosevelt

In matters of style, swim with the current; in matters of
principle, stand like a rock.

The next meeting(8/21/09)
is the 2nd chance to nominate Board Officer’s and
the election.

Thomas Jefferson

To argue with a person who has renounced the use of
reason is like administering medicine to the dead.
Thomas Paine

Harley-Davidson/Buell of Utica
4870 Commercial Drive
New York Mills, NY 13417
Tel. 315.797.5570 Fax 315.797.4564

Make sure your chapter sends someone to the meeting and votes for who will lead this organization in
2010..
I walked into my first ABATE meeting because my husband talked me into it. I had no intention of becoming a
member because I was too busy and just not interested. I walked out of the meeting as a member and
the newsletter editor. In the last 18 years in this organization there have been four presidents of ABATE of
New York. Beth (VP) mentioned leaders and managers
in her report. She didn’t mention the dominator who is
not a leader or a manager, who just needs to be in
control.

Pam

askus@hdutica.com
For information 1-888-344-4400
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Dedicated to

368 W RIDGE RD
ROCHESTER N.Y. 14615
585-482-7260

Safety and Freedom

FOR ALL YOUR MOTORCYCLE
CLOTHING AND APPAREL NEEDS

of the Road

www.extremebikerleather.com

To All Our Advertisers: Thank You for Advertising in the Freedom Writer

ATTORNEYS WHO RIDE KNOW

KANTOR & GODWIN
5800 MAIN STREET
WILLIAMSVILLE, NY 14221
716-626-0404
www.kantorgodwin.com

KANTOR & GODWIN
Motorcycle Accident Attorneys

STEVEN L. KANTOR
ABATE MEMBER

TRUST OUR EXPERIENCE, WE GET RESULTS!
For information 1-888-344-4400
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NEW YORK STATE ABATE, INC State Board Meeting
Meeting was called to order at 10:10am
by Roadkill. All stood and gave the
Pledge of Allegiance

Binghamton, NY

dent Tim “Roadkill” Werder on the
grounds of violation of 1) ABATE of New
York State By-Laws and 2) Committed
acts that are prejudicial to the Aim and
Roll call of Officers present was taken:
Purposes of ABATE of NY, Inc. (Article I: D
President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secto promote Positive Community Relaretary, Legislative Coordinator, Sgt. @
tions). Prior to Onondaga Chapter meetArms, Public Relations Coordinator., Reing Held on 06/14/09 Tim sent a request
gion A Coordinator, Region C Coordinato all board members stating that all intor, and Region E Coordinator. Absent
formation in regards to Onondaga’s mass
was Region D Coordinator.
resignation of chapter officers and any
information in regards to this chapter
At this time Beth asked that the Board go
and their problems should be sent to all
into Executive Session. Her request was
state board members in order to review
denied by Roadkill, stating that she had
before our next Board meeting in order
not give the appropriate notification as
for the STATE Board to resolve this chaprequired by the By-Laws for a Special
ter issue. Tim created a conflict of interMeeting. Beth stated that she felt that
est when he decided to resolve this issue
this should be discussed by the Board in
without the consent of the state board.
private. Roadkill told her that no one has
He changed his membership from at
anything to hide so that she should say
large to an Onondaga Member prior to
what she has to say. Beth at this time
the chapter meeting, and then spoke on
called for a point of order and made the
behalf of the state board without our
following motion:
consent to resolve an issue that we were
told prior was to be handled at this
Motion #B30-09 made by Beth with a 2nd
meeting. Tim abused his authority as
by Michael to move for the Impeachpresident when he stated to the rest of
ment of ABATE of New York, Inc. Presithe board that this Onondaga issue was
to be handled at the
state board level. He
never
informed
the
board that he had intentions of attempting to
resolve this crisis on his
own as a chapter member which has created a
conflict of interest.
Tim violated the Aims
and Purposes on several
occasions. I have a letter
from Pete Campenella
member of Buff-Erie that
I received June 10th. I also
have a letter from Christina Rathbun and Ed
Crandall Members (and
officers that were impeached at last Onondaga Chapter meeting,
one by Roadkill and the
5 NEW YORK LOCATIONS
other by a majority vote
217 Rt. 32 North
141 Remson Street
320 West Rt.#59
and Roadkill was one of
New Platz, NY 12561
Cohoes, NY 12047
Central Nyack, NY
the voting chapter members). Tim is not acting in
4208 Union Road.
Town Line Plaza
the best interest of
Buffalo, NY 14225
3047 W. Henrietta rd.
Ph:1-800-635-1383
Rochester, NY 14616
ABATE of New York as he
For information 1-888-344-4400
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has maligned members who have expressed concern about his leadership
ability, has acted unprofessionally in an
important meeting, and does not understand the value of a chapter legislation
officer which is crucial to our Aims and
Purposes.
I would also like to recall the comments
made by Tim to our past Western Region
Coordinator Shawn Fenner, in regards to
Shawn’s presentation at the Syracuse
State Trooper Convention. Per Shawn
Tim basically stated that the presentation that Shawn did at this convention
had nothing to do with ABATE and that
Shawn wasn’t there as far as Tim was
concerned. Shawn’s presentation was on
creating a motorcycle awareness program in our county’s….. That Tim didn’t
bother to attend. Shawn’s presentation
not only refuted the previous presentation by the roadblock people, it gave the
people in power a more cost effective
alternative that had no ill feelings in the
motorcycle community.
Roadkill on various occasions has verbally
attacked fellow officers and members of
our organization by intimidation and verbal abuse and not shown professional
behaviors that an officer should have. At
a previous meeting we were all witness
to this type of behavior. Joe Scarfo repeatedly requested the board’s attention
in regards to his membership. When it
was finally granted, Roadkill was verbally
abusive, rude and felt that intimidation
was necessary. Another example of his
unprofessionalism would be at a recent
meeting in regards to the DMV when a
fellow officer reportedly may have been
sleeping during a meeting, instead of
professionally handling the issue in front
of a state legislature, Tim felt it was appropriate to throw a pencil at him and
then blatantly tell him to wake up. There
were several different approaches Tim
could have taken in regards to the professionalism of this but instead he has
decided to embarrass NY ABATE even
more than the other gentleman could
have. I feel that based on this information that Tim Werder AKA Roadkill should
be impeached as President of New York
State immediately.
www.abateny.org

NEW YORK STATE ABATE, INC State Board Meeting
Beth Gorman, Vice President, New York
ABATE, Inc.

Binghamton, NY

that he never received them since the
letters were sent to the wrong e-mail
address.) There were apparently a lot of
Beth presented a letter written by Pete
issues over the Onondaga Officers meetCampenella concerning his issues with
ing held on 6/2/09in which at least 7 offiRoadkill and that he was asking for Roadcers threw in their officers’ pins and
kill’s resignation. Beth then read a letter
walked out. This was taken as a resignafrom Christina Rathbun concerning the
tion according to Ed. Their Board meetevents that occurred on 6/14/09 and
ing was held over to 6/9/09 at which
that she was asking the Board to overtime there was a vote taken among the
turn her impeachment as chapter Legisofficers present to accept the resignation
lative Officer of Onondaga Chapter as
of the officers who left on 6/2/09. Each
well as the impeachment of Ed Crandall
officer was handled individually and each
as President of Onondaga Chapter. She
ended in a tie vote. The Roberts Rules of
also requested the Board move towards
Order were consulted concerning a Presiimpeachment of Roadkill as President of
dent voting in a tie vote. Since that is
ABATE of NY State, Inc. She felt that his
part of his position, Ed voted yea and the
joining Onondaga chapter as a member
motions carried.
was so that he could pursue a personal
On 6/14/09 Onondaga held their reguissue against Christina.
lar chapter meeting. At this meeting
As a point of order Michael asked why
Roadkill declared himself a member of
Roadkill had denied Beth’s request for an
Onondaga Chapter and read to the memExecutive Session. It was pointed out
bership present the e-mail that had been
that Roadkill asked for an Executive Seswritten over a month ago by Christina
sion another time to deal with an issue
Rathbun addressed to another officer of
with another Board member, when he
the State Board. Roadkill then made the
was looking to have her removed from
motion for impeachment of Christina
office. Roadkill stated that he was not
Rathbun, this was seconded and at the
asking her to be removed from office,
vote Christina was impeached from her
but to question her applying for a job
position as Legislative Coordinator of
with the insurance company that ABATE
Onondaga Chapter. There then took
is dealing with. Roadkill also stated that
place a motion made by another memthe prior Executive Session should never
ber to impeach Ed Crandall as President
have occurred, but that the information
of Onondaga Chapter on the grounds of
from that meeting was availabe on our
“lack of confidence by members” this
web site.
was 2nd and Ed Crandall was impeached
Beth continued by reading a letter
from his office. Also, during this meeting
from Ed Crandall concerning all of the
Roadkill declared that as President of
issues that have been taking place over
ABATE of NY State, Inc. he was declaring
the past month with Onondaga Chapter.
the officers meeting held on 6/9/09 by
There were letters sent to certain memthe Onondaga chapter officers to be an
bers of the chapter that were also eillegal meeting. Therefore he was making
mailed to Roadkill. (But Roadkill states
all the motions from that meeting null
and void. Ed Crandall
John Malyj in his letter is asking
President
for the resignation of
Roadkill as President
of ABATE of NY State,
Inc. He would also
ask for the reinstatement of himself and
Christina
Rathbun,
and that the meeting
held on 6/9/09 be
1103 Routes 5 & 20
Phone (315) 789-7976 made legal.
At this point Beth

Geneva Harley-Davidson
Sales & Service, Inc.

Geneva, NY 14456

For information 1-888-344-4400

Fax (315) 789-3720
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asked the question. How can we trust
Roadkill? His attitude was malicious at
the 6/14/09 chapter meeting of Onondaga. He had been invited there as the
President of ABATE to help with the
many issues surrounding the chapter.
Instead he went to the meeting as a
member to address his own personal
problem with Christina. It was asked of
Roadkill when he joined Onondaga chapter. He responded that he had joined
sometime during the 1st week of June.
Roadkill also offered that he had joined
Onondaga Chapter to deal with Christina
and the e-mail that she had written over
a month ago when she was venting to
another Board officer. Roadkill felt that
we as a Board had slapped him in the
face by voting Christina in as an Assistant
Legislative Coordinator to the Boards
Legislative Coordinator George Gorman.
So he felt that this was the only way he
could deal with Christina. Several members spoke that they felt that he did this
as a personal vendetta against Christina
and the Board. And what was to stop him
from doing this again if another member
from another chapter were to make him
mad or if he is upset with another member of the Board? Another member did
mention the fact that Roadkill was not
the only member to vote Christina out of
office, but yes it did have the appearance
of a personal vendetta.
Beth reminded Roadkill that he had
already asked all the Board members to
turn over to him all e-mails and correspondence concerning the issues with
Onondaga Chapter. And that this matter
was to be discussed at the upcoming
Board Meeting on 6/21/09. And that he
had gone behind our backs to attend
their meeting and hold his own agenda.
According to Roadkill the only issue that
was to be brought before the Board was
the issue concerning Robert Dupre, who
had been suspended from the chapter.
This is not the information that the Board
was lead to believe. Gary Myers, Region
E Coordinator spoke that he attends all
chapter meetings of his chapters, but he
has no say in their business. Roadkill says
that he had planned on joining Onondaga
in May to deal with Christina, but that he
had not had the time to do so. He stated
that he had no idea of what was going to
www.abateny.org
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take place against Ed Crandall at the
same meeting. Kathy asked Keith Borland
the Regional Coordinator that included
Onondaga Chapter if he had been kept
informed as to all that was happening.
He stated that he did attend the Officers
Meetings on 6/2/09 and 6/9/09 as an
impartial individual. He did have an inclination that there were problems in the
chapter. And he did receive information
from Ed Crandall of the invitation extended to Roadkill to attend the 6/14/09
meeting.
There were also 10 members of Onondaga Chapter present at this Board meeting, at the request of Tim “Roadkill”
Werder, President of ABATE of NY State,
Inc. Some of these members introduced
letters from two officers of the motorcycle organization Sons of Sam MC. In a
letter submitted by Jerry Letson, Treasurer of Onondaga Chapter from Ian
“Goon” Grinnas the Vice President of
Sons of Sam MC related the following:
“Early April Rich Dupre and Christina
Rathbun approached a member of Sons
of Sam MC. Being the VP of this I was
informed of the conversation. The conversation went along the lines of Hell’s
Angel MC had sent word that all bikes
including my club was not allowed at the
local bar (The Grind). They said a made
up person “Bruce” told them that. Rich
and Christina then repeated the this to
me and my President. On a later date
Christina said to another member of Sons
of Sam MC and informed him she was
representing ABATE and we were not
allowed any where near their ABATE
meeting hall and members.” A similar
letter was also read that was written by
Smitty, President of Sons of Sam MC.
One note of interest is that both of these
letters from Sons of Sam MC were written on ABATE of Onondaga County letterhead.
Several other members of the Board
spoke and asked various questions.
There also appeared to be a lot of tension between the 10 members of Onondaga chapter who were present. Various
accusations were made and the overall
issue was being lost in the turmoil between the two factions involved with the
problems in Onondaga chapter.
It was then stated by Pam that we
For information 1-888-344-4400

Binghamton, NY

needed to vote, since we had been in
discussion on this motion for over 2
hours. Beth at this time called for the
vote on the motion to impeach Tim
“Roadkill” Werder, President of ABATE of
NY State, Inc.
A roll call vote was taken at this time
on Motion #B30-09. President – No, Vice
President – Yes, Treasurer – No, Secretary – Yes, Legislative Coordinator – Yes,
Sgt. @ Arms- No, Public Relations Coordinator – Yes, Region A Coordinator – Yes,
Region C Coordinator – No and Region E
Coordinator – No. This resulted in a tie
vote. It was also mentioned by several
people in attendance that Roadkill
should not be voting on this motion;
however, he did state that he could, so
the vote stands at a tie.
Roadkill called for the minutes of the
previous meeting.
Motion #31-09 made by Roadkill and 2nd
by Michael to accept the minutes of the
previous meeting as printed and distributed. Unanimous
Correspondence:
The office received another letter from
AFLAK.
Presidents Report: Waived
Vice Presidents Report:
Beth gladly reported that the contracts
were ready with the help of Pete.
Motion #B32-09 made by Beth 2nd by
Michael to accept the State Treasurer’s
Contract. Unanimous
Motion #B33-09 made by Beth 2nd by
Suzi to accept the Treasury Managers
Contract. Unanimous
Motion #B34-09 made by Beth 2nd by
Kathy to accept the State Newsletter
Officers contract. Unanimous
Motion #B35-09 made by Beth 2nd by
Kathy to accept the State Officer Manager’s contract. Motion carried with a
vote of 9 yes and 1 abstain.
Motion #B36-09 made by Suzi 2nd by
Beth to ask Chris Werder to continue as
State Office Manager. Motion carried
with a vote of 9 yes and 1 abstain.
Treasurer’s Report:
Pete provided all Board members of the
current and projected finances of the
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State Board along with bills to be paid.
Motion #B37-09 made by Michael 2nd by
Beth to accept the Treasurer’s report and
pay the bills. Unanimous
Legislative Coordinator’s Report:
George spoke on the Boston, MA EPA
engraving bill. Boston never even considered contacting ABATE or any other motorcycle organization about what they
wanted to do and what they were going
to do.
He would like to see all members stay
involved in legislative issues not only
Federal and state, but also on the County
and Local level.
George would also like a letter of
thanks to go to CCMS for their help, and
another letter to go to Tonya and Nancy
thanking them for their help.
As our Legislative Coordinator George
would like to see ABATE give John Liu our
endorsement in November. He is also
planning a trip to DC and he will be gone
for a week, George would like $500.00 to
cover the cost of printing.
The HOV lane bill was introduced, but
has not been given a number as yet.
On the Helmet Bill – we should plan on a
petition to discharge this bill. It has been
hanging around for years with no action
taken.
Like everyone else he is unsure of who
is currently in control in the Senate in
New York State. There has been much
open debate on this subject.
George would also like to hold a Motorcycle Forum down near New York City.
We won’t have as many in attendance if
it is held in Binghamton. Also, NYC offered an invitation to ABATE to attend a
conference there.
Motion #B38-09 made by George 2nd by
Beth to give George $500.00 for the DC
Conference. Unanimous
Motion #B39-09 made by Roadkill 2nd by
Michael to continue to advertise in the
Legislative Gazette into 2010. Unanimous
Motion #B40-09 made by George 2nd by
Beth to endorse John Liu for NYC Comptroller. Unanimous
Public Relations Coordinator Report:
Suzi reported that the Bumper Stickers
are in; she has 500 for each chapter to
start.
www.abateny.org
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Chris reported she also has DMV bumper
stickers in her car today.
Suzi says she has less than 200 yard signs
left, if anyone needs some please get in
touch with her.
Motion #B41-09 made by Suzi 2nd by
Roadkill to give Suzi $1000.00 to order
pens printed with the ABATE NYS Logo.
Unanimous
Roadkill also reported that he had received photos from John J. McEnemy
from the Freedom Rally.
Regional Coordinator’s Report:
Region A – Michael – next Region A
meeting to be held on 7/11/09. Finger
Lakes chapter had to postpone their Dice
Run on June 20th due to poor weather
conditions. They have rescheduled their
run for August 29th. Everything about the
run has stayed the same and Arkport
Cycles will still offer a 15% discount that
day on all new merchandise, except motorcycles.
Regional C – Keith – He reported that a
permanent billboard has been obtained
on Route (36?). They have ordered the all
weather lettering for the billboard and
hired an artist to paint a motorcycle on
it. ABATE of NY State, Inc. will be on the
sign along with the 800#.
The Region will be having regional run on
7/12/09 to Quaker Steak and Lube, all
proceeds go to the MRF.
On 9/12/09 Mr. B’s Beer Garden will host
the Annual Horseshoe Tournament.
Oswego chapter will bring the trophy
they won last year, and probably take it
home with them again.
Oneida still has the regions banner, it is
not being used.
Regional E – Gary – Due to other Commitments I have been unable to attend
my chapters meetings since the last State
Chapters meeting. I have had no e-mails
of problems or requests for help.
Sgt. @ Arms Report:
Tom suggested using wooden dowels for
chapter voting. He will bring a sample to
the next meeting.
Newsletter Editor’s Report:
The newsletter is still being printed on
the RIT Hub. Pam is questioning the delays in mailing. Trying to work with her,
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Pam is still reserving judgment. It was
brought to Pam’s attention about the
photo used on the previous Newsletter
and the feedback that the Board had
received over what appeared to be a
beer can in the picture. It was also mentioned that anyone would need a magnifying glass to see it. We know that this
was not done intentionally.
State Office Manager’s Report:
Chris reported a 6/8 percent increase in
membership YTD.
She has received an application for the
Proner Scholarship from Jonathan Wharram, age 17, his father is a member of
ABATE. He will be starting at RIT on
8/20/09. His is the only application that
we have received that fits the guidelines
of the application.
Motion #B42-09 made by Kathy 2nd by
Beth that as per application guidelines
that we award the Proner Scholarship to
Mr. J. Wharram. Unanimous
**Note: the Cenic Regional Coordinator
left the meeting at 2:30pm.
Committee Reports:
Freedom Rally:
Beth will contact Ralph to find out where
the money is from the Freedom Rally.
George got a ticket at the Freedom Rally.
State Seminar:
The contracts have been signed to hold
the Seminar in Owego again in 2010. The
dates are January 13th & 14th, 2010.
New Business:
1.He asked for the resignation of State
President Tim ―Roadkill‖ Werder.
2.That the impeachment of himself and
Christina Rathbun be overturned because
of no prior notification.
3.Confirmation of the 6/9/09 meeting of
Onondaga Officers as being legitimate.
Tim‘s responses were as follows:
1.Tim refused to resign as State President.
2.That the impeachments would not be
overturned.
3.There could not be an acceptance of the
6/9/09 meeting, since there are no minutes of the Officer Meeting held on
6/2/09 to verify this.
It was then brought up at this time that a
meeting should be held at a location
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large enough to hold all the members of
Onondaga Chapter, since the Loop Grill
where they usually meet is not large
enough. To work on creating a 2 nd chapter in Syracuse, or continuing as they are
now. There should be (3) three neutral
parties from each faction present with an
arbitrator. The projected date for this
meeting would be 7/12/09. Tom Alton
suggested that Oswego Chapter maybe
an option as an arbitrator for the meeting. Two members of Onondaga stated
that they were willing to see if either the
American Legion or the VFW could be
used on that date for the meeting. Lisa
Morrill, Secretary of Onondaga Chapter
said that she believed that a vote would
be a good thing, and that it should be
overseen by a Board member. It was also
stated that the Secretary of Onondaga
Chapter should send out postcards (as
soon as the date & location is confirmed)
to all chapter members notifying them of
the upcoming Special Meeting and that a
vote would be held at that time for them
to decide if they wanted to split away
from the original Onondaga Chapter and
create a 2nd chapter.
Motion #B43-09 made by George 2nd by
Tom to table the requests for termination of membership from ABATE of NY of
Richard Dupre and Christina Rathbun.
Motion carried with a vote of 7 yes and 1
abstain.
At this time Roadkill brought up the letter from Pete Smith that he would not
continue on as our State Treasurer in the
year 2010. Pete also stated that if we
could find a replacement for him sooner
than the end of the year he would be
willing to step down, but still provide
help to the incoming State Treasurer.
Roadkill brought to our attention that we
had received a letter of interest from
Deb Trask of Delaware Chapter to become the State Treasurer. She states that
she is the Treasurer of Delaware Chapter
and works in the Delaware County Treasurers Office. She is familiar with what we
use for our programs as she has spoken
with Pete about them. There was some
discussion on this matter since Delaware
Chapter is so new and that Deb has not
held her position for 2 years. We also
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State Board Meeting

New York Special Elections

talked with Deb about her qualifications and her goals. There was a
reminder made that there was an
exception made once before when
Kathy Grasby was voted in as State
Secretary.

Over the past several months there have
been a few special elections to fill sudden
and unexpected vacancies in the New York
state legislature. Two of these were in
NYC, and another one was up near Albany.
And right now there is talk of yet another
race for Assembly District 38 in Queens.
You may be wondering what all this has to
do with bikers.

Motion #B44-09 made by Kathy 2nd
by George to waive the eligibility
requirements on a one time basis to
accept Deb Trask as the State Treasurer. Unanimous
Motion #B45-09 made by Gary 2nd
by Kathy that Deb Trask be placed in
this position as State Treasurer immediately. Unanimous
At this time took her Oath of Office
as Chapter Treasurer for Delaware
Chapter and then took her Oath of
Office as State Treasurer for ABATE
of NY State, Inc.
Old Business:
By-Law rewrites from Pam Wright.
The Board attempted to cover these
as much as possible, but we were
also reminded that the American
Legion closes at 6:00pm and that the
time was now 5:30pm.
The By-Laws discussion will be held
over to another time.
Roadkill brought up the subject of
the letter from Mr. Rabin, Attorney
at Law, and his proposal to represent ABATE of NY State, Inc. as our
rights attorney, when needed, based
on the information supplied in his
letter.
Motion #B46-09 made by Michael
2nd by Suzi to accept Ben Rabin as
our rights attorney if called upon to
do so. Unanimous
A motion to adjourn was made by
Michael and 2nd by Beth at 5:50pm,
with all agreeing.
Kathy A. Grasby
State Secretary
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BY Douglas Findlay

A lot -- so read on.
There is usually very little advanced notice of special elections. In many cases
even the constituents living in these districts don't know about them. That's one
reason voter turnout is always so low in
these races. Another is that "the bigger
the race - the bigger the turnout."
In these special elections, the candidate
who is the best at "getting out the vote" is
almost always the winner. Compared to
big races, most of these campaigns operate with a skeleton crew. Even if they have
lots of money, candidates are always
starving for campaign volunteers -- the
folks who man the phone banks, put up
the campaign yard signs, and work the
polls on Election Day.
If we have a biker-friendly legislative majority in Albany, we have political power.
Despite what anyone may say, without
political power we have no rights. At the
state capitol we're either working with
friends or begging from strangers -- and
beggars are happy to get table scraps.

Of course this sounds good on paper, but
what about out in the real world? As somebody once said, "99% of life is just showing
up." The other one percent comes from any
local biker that can talk to the candidate. And
believe me, candidates love to talk to anyone
that can get them more campaign volunteers.
It doesn't get any simpler than that. And yes,
it really works.
Get connected to your next campaign opportunity by subscribing to Legislative Alerts at
WWW.B4BS.NET, a national network of bikers that help local candidates win. All you
need is an email address and a zip code. Otherwise it's completely anonymous. When
there's an important race near you, we'll notify you by email.
Of course there's a little more to it than that,
but you now have the big picture. And while
NY Assembly District 38 may be water under
the bridge by the time you're reading this
article, there will be more races yet to come.
In the world of politics, there always are.
So for biker activists, special elections are
also special opportunities. The question is
whether we'll be ready to grab the brass ring
the next time it's suddenly an unexpectedly
within reach.
Douglas Findlay
BikersGOTVibes@gmail.com

There is no better way to build a bikerfriendly majority than to help worthy candidates win elections. And if you aren't
convinced yet, keep this in mind when it's
time to lobby: If we ignore candidates during the campaign season, politicians will
ignore us during the legislative session.
Imagine how much impact a dozen bikers
could have on any one of these special
elections. They don't need to live in the
district, or even be registered to vote. As
long as we can show up and lend a helping
hand, we're delivering votes. With as
much time as we spend going to bike
shows or watching football games at the
local bar, we could be getting ourselves
one step closer to a biker-friendly legislative majority.
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FLATHEADS
to
TWIN CAMS

SUFFOLK COUNTY HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Long Island‘s Oldest Dealer Since 1960

4020 Sunrise Highway
Oakdale, New York 11769

Custom Bikes Built to Order ● Stock/
Aftermarket Replacement Parts ● Repair/
Service by Factory trained staff ● Riding apparel/Helmets/Leather

ROLLIN’ BONES MOTOR CO., INC.

www.hdsuffolk.com

536 Old Front St., Binghamton, NY 13905 Exit 5 off NY Rte. 81 N/S
607-773-1340 ● rollinbonesmotorco@netzero.com

631-244-9000
Fax: 631-244-0521

www.rollinbones.com

ED STEWART

ATV
Motorcycles
Snowmobiles

Woodstock Harley-Davidson, Inc.
949 Route 28
Kingston, New York 12401

Stone’s Snow Sled
Tel. 315-483-4329 or 315-331-2053
Fax 315-483-4585
www.stonessnowsleds.com

845.338.2800 phone
845.338.9497 fax

4386 Maple Ridge Road
Newark, NY 14513

visit our website at
www.woodstockharley.com

Your
Advertisement
Could
Be Here

ITHACA HARLEY-DAVIDSON, INC.
6033 Rt. 13, CAYUTA, NY 14824
Hours: Monday – Friday 8 a.m.- 6 p.m. Sat. 8-3
Phone 607-594-3536 Fax 607-594-3009 www.ithacah-d.com

Call Stuart Nicoll Phone: 585-426-9452

For information 1-888-344-4400

Sales
Service
Parts
Motorclothes
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Motorcycle Check Points by: Ed Hanley
Well, another year‘s riding season is now
well under way and good (sort of) riding
weather is back again. Also back again
are the New York State Police with another year of ―motorcycle-only‖ checkpoints, a warrant-less search and money
making scheme trying to pass itself off as
a safety initiative. Since October 2007,
when the first such checkpoint was established, these fishing expeditions have
become a firmly established practice.
Obviously, the State Police are not going
to stop this type of harassment and resume actual police work until they are
forced to, either by ―higher authority‖ (the courts, the governor, etc.) or
when funding for the checkpoints runs
out. As neither appears likely, it seems
we‘re stuck with the checkpoints for now.
So, what are we average, law-abiding,
New Yorker State motorcyclists supposed
to do about these repeated, deliberate,
discriminatory infringements on our personal liberty? When it comes to checkpoints, it would seem we only have two
choices – submit or don‘t submit. Neither
option is very appealing.
As for refusing to submit, we can try our
luck, ride past the checkpoints, and see
what happens next. But, as the State Police are the proverbial ―professional drivers on a closed course‖ with respect to the
whole pursuit thing, we probably shouldn‘t try this. Most likely, it will end badly.
At best, we may end up with a ticket and
fine; at worst, a body bag and trip to the
morgue. We can also choose to stay off
the interstates, skipping the checkpoints
entirely. But in that case, our punishment
is simply self-inflicted, rather than imposed by the State. So, refusing to submit
may not be our best option, regardless of
whether it‘s by letting the State dictate
our choice of roads, or simply blowing
past a checkpoint doing triple digits while
simultaneously raising one‘s middle finger into the upright & locked position.
Although the latter does have a certain
appeal.
As for submitting, there seem to be two
ways to go about it. First, we can just get
it over with and submit without protest.
Simply bow down in the general direction
of ―the authorities‖ and accept their
―right‖ to interfere with our travel (in
particular) and our lives (in general)
whenever it suits them. Clearly, that‘s
For information 1-888-344-4400

the direction government is trying to herd
all of us in these days. Perhaps we can
even convince ourselves that it‘s for our
own good. Or that losing our right to
travel freely in the United States of
America is actually a legitimate price we
must now pay for the ―privilege‖ of being
allowed to ride a motorcycle. A privilege
graciously bestowed on us by our political masters.
Second, we can submit under protest.
That‘s pretty much what we‘re doing
already although, frankly, it doesn‘t seem
to be working. We can continue to speak
out against this highly discriminatory
practice. Speak out in newsletters such as
The Freedom Writer. Speak out in our
ABATE and club meetings. In motorcycle related forums on the web. In letters
to our elected representatives. We can try
pursuing legal action. Theoretically, if
enough people protest these infringements on personal liberty, the State may
eventually put an end to these checkpoints. Unfortunately, considering the
lack of success so far, the prospects for
the protest option don‘t look very bright.
However, if we will indeed be forced to
submit to these checkpoint inspections for
the foreseeable future, then perhaps we
can do something to make them a little
more tolerable. Something that might
even help hasten the end of the checkpoint themselves. We can submit, but
with a little ―payback‖ thrown in. Return
the favor, so to speak. If law abiding
motor vehicle operators who choose to
ride motorcycles in New York are going
to be harassed and delayed, then perhaps
ALL law abiding motor vehicle operators
driving in New York should be harassed
and delayed.
Let‘s say several hundred motorcyclists
are traveling, solo or in groups, down an
interstate in New York on a beautiful
spring/summer/fall weekend and going
about their entirely lawful business in an
entirely peaceful manner. At some point,
they—and only they—are forced off the
interstate into an inspection checkpoint
for absolutely no other reason than
they‘ve chosen to ride a motorcycle that
day. As a result, these citizens (and only
these citizens) are forced to endure unexpected, undeserved, and unacceptable
delays of perhaps an hour or more in their
travel. Delays waiting to be questioned.
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Delays waiting for their papers to be
checked. For their motorcycles, gear, and
other personal property to be inspected—
or perhaps searched. For representatives
of the State to decide whether or not to
grant them ―permission‖ to continue their
travel. Providing, of course, that anything and everything the authorities care
to check is in order.
But what might happen if the motorcyclists who were stopped at a checkpoint
(or several hundred other motorcyclists)
took it upon themselves to peaceably assemble in one very large group on the
very next weekend? For the purpose of
taking a ―Freedom Ride‖ down that very
same interstate for a distance of – say –
forty or fifty miles at the minimum posted
speed limit, in a very large, slow moving
pack.
Or perhaps those several hundred motorcyclists might choose to travel on an interstate with bridges over major river
crossings. Bridges with toll booths. The
Tappan Zee Bridge, for example. It
might actually take quite a while for several hundred motorcycles to clear the toll
booths and get formed up again. Especially if each rider didn‘t have their toll
money readily at hand. Or they all paid
with hundred dollar bills. Or a bike occasionally stalled. Or the ride took place at
the beginning or end of a holiday (i.e. –
insanely heavy traffic) weekend.
Our fellow citizens might be quite surprised to find their travel delayed for no
good reason—like New York motorcyclists are routinely delayed. They might
not enjoy having their right to travel
freely interfered with—like motorcyclists
are repeatedly interfered with. They
might actually start to wake up and see
what‘s been happening to their fellow
citizens who ride motorcycles. They
might start to wonder if they‘re next on
the State‘s harassment ―hit list.‖
Maybe then people other than the small
minority of us who ride and are directly
affected by these checkpoints might actually start to give a damn. Maybe then the
State might start to figure out that discriminating against a particular group of
its own citizens isn‘t such a good idea
after all, regardless of whether or not it‘s
―legal‖ or profitable. Maybe then the
(Continued on page 35)
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NY CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2009
Send your events to John Cholewa, type the information and send a flyer if you have one.
E-MAIL EVENTS TO: NOMAD2000@HVC.RR.COM

For the latest, most up to date version of the calendar, go to our web page: www.abateny.org/events.htm
September 4 - 6
Red White and Blues Festival Weekend
September 4th, 5th, and 6th...
GREAT MUSIC, GREAT FOOD,
GREAT TOURS We want ABATE to be
here at The Clarion Hotel to enjoy it ALL!
30 Lakeshore Drive East Dunkirk, NY
14048. (716) 366- 8350)
September 12
ABATE of Onondaga County - 4th Annual Horseshoe Tournament (hosted by
Oswego this Year). Location - Mr. B's
(possibly/subject to change), Meet at the
Loop Grill/Meeting Hall, 1114 Wolf St.,
Syracuse, NY More info. to come. Contact Info. ABATE HQ @ (315) 849-5410
or (315) 455-1073 or Jim Waterman of
Oswego ABATE. "Let Those That Ride
Decide" ABATE WANTS YOU!! Fight
for your motorcycle rights... before they're
gone...
September 13
ABATE of Monroe County – Hamlin
Ride In Bike Show Noon to 5pm at Hamlin VFW For more information call 585234-0895 or visit
www.ABATEnyMonroe.org
September 13
ABATE of Long Island - Mystery Card
Run. The best mystery card hand wins a
prize! Food, live music, cash bar and door
prizes. Sign up at the Riverhead Elk's
Lodge between 10 and 11 a.m., 1239 E.
Main St., Riverhead. Visit our website
www.LongIslandABATE.org or
call 1-888-LIABATE for further details.
September 13
Lost Wheels Motorcycle Club's 34th Annual Poker Run. Registration at Dutchess
Stadium, Route 9D, Fishkill, NY from
9:00 am 'til 11:30 am. Take Exit 11 off of I
-84 and head north for about 1/4 mile to
the stadium. End of run party is at Fahnestock State Park (Canopus Lake Beach
area) featuring music by "Guys Night
Out", vendors, door prizes, trophies, games
beginning at 2:00 pm, ride in bike show
(registration closes at 2:00 pm), BBQ -new
menu! Awards should be given out around
4:00pm-includes Best Represented Club,
games, bike show and poker hand awards.
For information 1-888-344-4400

Get to registration early to claim your 2009
date bar pin! Fees: AMA- $23; NonAMA-$25; children under 15-$10. http://
www.lostwheels.com Contact:
info@lostwheels.com or
vendors@lostwheels.com
September 13
Sleds of Stafford Snowmobile Club
3rd Annual Vintage Snowmobile and
Snow Show BW‘s Restaurant, 11070 Perry
Road (in Pavilion) 8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Rain or Shine For more information see
www.sledsofstafford.com/show or our
September 13
Ride for Recovery in Olean, NY
The 80-mile ride will take participants on a
scenic tour of Cattaraugus County beginning and ending at Gargoyle Park in
Olean. This alcohol and drug free event is
a fundraiser for the Council on Addiction
Recovery Services: a not-for-profit organization serving Cattaraugus County for
35 years providing outpatient counseling,
prevention services, and residential services for those affected by alcoholism and
substance abuse as well as gambling treatment. There will be a flea market, a pig
roast, children's activities, a health fair, and
live music featuring Buffalo's Party Rock
Band, the Strangers, Bird Swamp Bob and
the Four-Point Bucks, and Seasons
Change. The ride is $20 for a driver and
$10 for a passenger. If registered before
Sept. 1, the fee includes a T-shirt for each.
After that date, T-shirts are on an availability basis or you will receive a $5 food coupon. The information will also be available on our website in the next few days at
http://www.cccasa.org.
September 19
ABATE of Tompkins County - Toy Run
to benefit the Pediatric Unit of the Cayuga
Medical Center
Contact info: Jan Aguirre 607-273-7648
September 19
ABATE of Oneida County – Newsletter
Run Sign up 11am at Hotel Moore in
Barneveld – Leave promptly at Noon
For More Event Information: (315) 7236431 - (315) 264-2468. Flyer
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September 20
SIS (Sustain~Inspire~Survive) - Motorcycle Dice Run Financial assistance for
those battling breast cancer. All net proceeds are given by grants to our patients.
Our board consists of volunteers with a
passion for our cause. Registration is starting at Harv's Harley Davidson (Macedon
NY) from 9am - 11am (Bagels & Coffee
provided) $15.00/bike, $20 w/passenger,
& $10.00 for non riders. The run will be
an 85-100 mile run through Naples.
Party after at the Log Cabin (Macedon
NY). Starts at 4pm and includes food, live
music from the Smokehouse Blues,
prizes for high and low roll, 50/50 raffles,
and a raffle to win a custom motorcycle
paint job (up to $3000 value) and more!
SIS website: http://www.sishelps.com
October 3
ABATE of Onondaga County - 3rd Annual ABATE Picnic Meet at the Loop
Grill/Meeting Hall, 1114 Wolf St., Syracuse, NY Contact info. ABATE HQ @
(315) 849-5410 or (315) 455-1073. 'Let
Those That Ride Decide" ABATE
WANTS YOU!! Fight for your motorcycle rights... before they're gone...
October 3
ABATE of Oneida County - Fall Foliage
Run Sign up 11am at Hotel Moore in
Barneveld – Leave promptly at Noon
For More Event Information:
(315) 723-6431 - (315) 264-2468
October 3
Wayne ABATE Fall Run Starts at Granskofski‘s Family Restaurant and Tavern
436 Route 104 Ontario, NY 14519 Sign
up: 8:30 –9:45 leave at 10:00 am cost:
$5.00 person Everyone welcome.
October 4
Fourth Annual Ralph Alongi Memorial
Poker Run for Hospice, Inc
The event will be taking place at the
American Legion Post 1302 at 55 Overlook Road in Poughkeepsie, NY. We will
again be having a wide assortment of great
food, music, and beer, as well as raffles for
a 50/50 and a wheelbarrow of cheer.
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October 11
ABATE of Long Island - Biketoberfest.
$15 per person. Please visit our website
www.LongIslandABATE.org or call 1-888
-LIABATE for additional information.
October 17
ABATE of Oneida County – Bike-tober
Fest Sign up 11am at Hotel Moore in
Barneveld – Leave promptly at Noon
For More Event Information: (315) 7236431 - (315) 264-2468
October 24
ABATE of Onondaga County - Halloween Party Meet at the Loop Grill/Meeting
Hall, 1114 Wolf St., Syracuse, NY
Contact info ABATE HQ @ (315) 8495410 or (315) 455-1073. "Let Those That
Ride Decide" ABATE WANTS YOU!!
Fight for your motorcycle rights... before
they're gone....

November 3
Election Day – Exercise your
Rights and Vote!
November 8
ABATE of Long Island - Annual Food &
Toy Run.
Sign up is from 10-11 a.m. at the Riverhead Elk's Lodge, 1239 E. Main St., Riverhead and end at St. Mary's Church in
Hampton Bays. They provide a great
spread of food for us. Please donate an
unwrapped toy or non-perishable food
item. For more information visit our website www.LongIslandABATE.org or call 1
-888-LIABATE.
November 21
ABATE of New York State Chapter Meeting American Legion Post 80 76 Main St.
Binghamton, NY, 13905 !:00 pm
November 28
ABATE of Monroe County – Christmas
Fundraiser
8pm to 1am. Location TBA
For more information call 585-234-0895
visit www.ABATEnyMonroe.org

For information 1-888-344-4400

Motorcycle Check Points
Continued from page 33
State will try to come up with some genuine measures that will actually improve the
safety of motorcyclists traveling in New York, instead of simply busting their chops,
picking their pockets, wasting their time, and calling it ―safety.‖
Sure - some riders may end up getting ticketed, fined, or even arrested for participating
in a Freedom Ride. Oh well. We‘ve all heard the old saying ―freedom isn‘t free.‖ It‘s
true, and there‘s just no way around that. But a fine isn‘t much of a price to pay for
your own freedom when you compare it to the price our sons & daughters, brothers &
sisters, friends & neighbors in uniform are paying for their – and our - freedom. So
let‘s consider another old saying – ―there is strength in numbers.‖
The State Police definitely have the numbers on checkpoint weekends, what with the
helicopters, surveillance at the exits, high performance pursuit vehicles, radios, computers, and all the Hollywood extras (county cops, local cops, DOT inspectors, etc.)
running around. Let‘s not forget those ―overtime‖ numbers either. There‘s a lot of heat
concentrated in a carefully chosen spot on checkpoint weekends, so the police clearly
have the advantage. Naturally, that‘s just the way they like it.
But they definitely DON‘T have the numbers or the advantage on an ordinary weekend;
they‘re spread too thin. There‘s no way they can be everywhere at once all the time.
State and local governments simply cannot afford that kind of coverage. So, on a normal day, there‘s really nothing to prevent hundreds of otherwise law abiding motorcyclists from doing whatever they damned well please in order to make a point. Naturally, the cops may pick off some of us, but not enough of us to change the outcome.
The numbers are against them. Traffic will be delayed, and the point will be made.
Of course, there is a potential downside here. Our fellow citizens may take a dim view
of ―Freedom Rides‖ regardless of whether or not they are a legitimate form of protest
against an actual injustice. While some (or even most) might actually agree that singling out motorcyclists—or any other group—for unequal and unjust treatment is
wrong, that doesn‘t necessarily mean they‘ll care enough to help put a stop to it. So,
Freedom Rides could backfire, causing the public to take a dim view of motorcyclists in
particular and motorcycling in general. That situation is clearly contrary to one of
ABATE‘s stated purposes—that of presenting and promoting a better public image of
motorcyclists. But is it actually possible to alienate people who don‘t give a damn in
the first place? And, if so, is that much of a downside? Promoting and protecting the
interests of New York State motorcyclists—the very purpose for which ABATE was
formed—would seem to be more important.
Bottom line - the checkpoints aren‘t going away by themselves. And it looks like we‘re
elected, because no one else has stepped up to make it happen. After all, who else cares? Not the vast majority of average citizens, since they aren‘t affected. Sure as hell
not our elected officials, since they‘re still funding the checkpoints. Not the courts,
because the checkpoints are still ―legal.‖ Admittedly, ―Freedom Rides‖ may not be the
best idea to come down the pike, but nothing else has worked so far.
Anybody got a better idea? Now would be a good time to speak up.

Happy
Holidays
Everyone
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New Haymond Law Motorcycle Events
Guide Powers through
the Riding Season!
Any motorcyclist from the Northeast and
Eastern Seaboard knows that the best riding of the season has yet to come. For this
reason, The Haymond Law Firm proudly
announces the release of the new version
of their Famous Motorcycle Event Guide!
The Late Summer/Autumn guide is fully
updated and will give you miles of riding
pleasure. From Charity runs to swap
meets. from poker runs to cruise nights
this guide has it all. Aside from the usual
events list is a special Cruise night section
that includes classic car cruise nights as

well as bike nights. Add motorcycle safety
tips and a state law chart and readers are
well equipped to get enjoyment out of
every mile on their motorcycles.

Guidelines for Newsletter
Submission
Articles submitted must
benefit motorcycling and/or
ABATE of New York in a
positive way.

The book will be available at motorcycle
shops and shows throughout the region.
Also, anyone can immediately download
the PDF version off the HaymondLaw.com website (on the motorcycle
page) or call the office at 800-Haymond
(800-429-6663) to request one. You can
also request one via e-mail at
Dexter@haymond-law.com. Get yours
today and get more out of your riding season! Courtesy of your motorcycle attorneys Haymond Law.

The Freedom Writer welcomes submissions from our
readers. Your submissions
will be printed of the basis
of content and space available. We reserve the right to
edit submissions for grammar, profanity, clarity, and
length. The Editor is responsible for editing any article
or information submitted
that is detrimental to the
Aims and Purposes of
ABATE of New York, Inc..
Do not send copyrighted
material without permission
of author.

NCOM News Bytes
GOVERNMENT MAY MAKE ANTI-LOCK BRAKES MANDATORY ON
MOTORCYCLES
Citing spiraling motorcycle accident statistics, the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration may require new safety features on bikes.
For example, the federal agency plans to decide by next year whether
or not anti-lock brakes should be mandatory equipment on motorcycles.
The government report also mentions an insurance industry study that
shows that the rate of fatal crashes are 28% lower for bikes equipped
with optional ABS braking systems than for those same motorcycles
without them.
Though NHTSA frequently enforces the implementation of safety technology into automobiles, their involvement in motorcycling tends to focus more on helmet usage and the prevention of drunk riding.
Anti-lock brakes are now standard on some Harley-Davidsons and optional across a variety of manufacturers on everything from dual purpose bikes to scooters -- and in many cases, they can be disabled if the
rider chooses.
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Did You Know …
Under its own power, Triumph‘s rocket III can accelerate 0-60mph at almost exactly the
same rate as it would when dropped out of a plane.
In 10,000 miles, the average four-cylinder bike engine will have done 100,000,000 revs.
The first motorcycle ever was the SH Roper 1869 steam cycle.

Deadlines:
December 1 for January issue
February 1 for March issue
April 1 for May issue
June 1 for July issue
August 1 for September issue
October 1 for November issue

The term ‗motorcycle‘ was first coined by British inventor Edward butler when he built a
twin-cylinder tricycle prototype in 1885.
For information 1-888-344-4400
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STATE NEWSLETTER ADVERTISING ORDER FORM

Advertiser Index

Page

1-800-HURT-911

40

American Harley-Davidson, Inc.

25

Business Name: ___________________ Your Name: ____________________

AMSOIL Dealer

18

Street: ______________________________ Phone: _____________________

Check Twice Signs

17

Buncy Real Estate Tom Heineman

32

Cycle Stop Harley-Davidson

32

Eagle Beverage Co.

5

Extreme Biker Leather

26

Frank's Maintenance & Engineering, Inc

25

Geneva Harley-Davidson

28

Gowanda Harley-Davidson

21

Hardtails Magazine

32

Harley-Davidson of Jamestown

7

Harley-Davidson of Suffolk

32

Harley-Davidson of Utica

25

Harvest Moon Hydroponics

27

Haymond Law Firm

39

Headwaters Motor Lodge

23

Iron Block Harley-Davidson, Inc.

25

Ithaca Harley-Davidson

32

Kantor & Godwin

26

Lighthouse Harley-Davidson Inc

25

Lombardi and Sons Harley-Davidson

5

Miller's Motorworks

18

Niagara Falls H.O.G.

18

New York Biker

26

Proner & Proner

2

Rollin Bones Motor Company

32

Seeber's Tavern

5

Stan's Harley-Davidson

5

Stone's Snow Sled

32

Suffolk County Harley-Davidson

32

Woodstock Harley-Davidson, Inc.

32

Date: __________E-mail: _________________Webpage:_________________

City: _______________________ State: ___________ Zip: _______________
JANUARY

MARCH

JULY

SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

NEWSLETTER ADVERTISING RATES
**Extra charge applies for front or back inside cover placement.
All Advertising , Including Renewals, Must Be Prepaid.
Full Year Advertising
___Full Page
___Half Page

6 Issues

7.5‖ x 10‖ $1,000.00
7.5‖ x 5‖ $500.00

___Quarter Page 3.75‖ x 5‖ $260.00
___Eighth Page 3.75‖ x 2.5‖ $140.00

Single Issue Advertising
___ Full Page 7.5‖ x 10‖ $170
___Half Page

7.5‖x 5‖ $85.00

How Many Issues _____?

___Business Card $120.00
Please supply your ad with this form. Business Card Sponsors can supply a
business card or similar size ad. If you don‘t have a suitable ad, we can prepare
one for you. Just supply us with ad text and any graphics. Please print clearly or
type all ad text. ABATE of New York, Inc. reserves the right to refuse any advertisement that is not in the best interest of our organization. We also reserve
the right to change our advertising rates without notice.
Circulation 3500 per issue.

Discounts
________ ABATE of New York Corporate Sponsored Events FREE
_________ ABATE of New York Chapter Sponsored Events
$102.00 for full page – $51/half

Please Remit Your Payment
With Your Advertisement.
Make Checks Payable to:
ABATE of New York, Inc., CPU Box 271033
Rochester, NY 14627-1033

One Issue Ads

For information 1-888-344-4400

MAY

Freedom Rider Advertising Manager
Stuart Nicoll
Phone: 585-426-9452
E-mail: ABATE-Ads@rochester.rr.com
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ABATE of New York, Inc. - Membership Application
P.O. Box 300  Walker Valley, NY 12588-0300  1-888-344-4400

__
__

Full Member $25 per year - includes membership packet, newsletter, all benefits in accordance with State by-laws.
Associate Member $20 - available only to additional members of a Full Member‘s household (no newsletter).

.

NAME: ________________________________________________ DOB _____/_____/_____
ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________
CITY: ______________________________________ STATE: _________ ZIP: __________
COUNTY: ________________________ PHONE: (

) _____________________

CHAPTER SELECTED: __________________________ or

____ MEMBER AT LARGE

I agree to comply with ABATE of New York‘s by-laws, and promote motorcycle education, legislation, and activities in
accordance with ABATE of New York, Inc.

SIGNATURE ______________________________________________ DATE: _______________
VISA and MasterCard Accepted
Card Number

Expiration Date
(Month/Year)

ARE YOU
MOVING?

Name: _____________________________________________________

Bulk Mail is not forwarded - please
update your address:

Date this new address is to take effect: ____________________________

Mail to:

ABATE of New York, Inc.
P.O. Box 300
Walker Valley, NY 12588-0300

Member Number: ___________________ Chapter ___________________
Address: ___________________________________________________
City: ________________________ State: ________ Zip:_____________
Phone _____________ e-mail ________________ Fax ______________
Other members in the household who will need to be updated:
Name: _______________________________ Member #: ____________
Signature: __________________________________________________
Comments:

Life Membership Program
The Life Membership program consists of a one time payment based on the number of years the member has in the
organization. Beginning with their 25th year, they are automatically a Charter Life Member and dues are waived.
0 – 5 yrs Membership $400
6 – 10 yrs Membership $300
11 – 15 yrs Membership $200
In addition to all benefits of a full member, the Life Member will receive
•A Life Member patch • A distinctive Life Member card • Yearly pins
For any member-related information, be sure to contact the State Office at 1-888-344-4400 or e-mail cwerder@frontiernet.net
For information 1-888-344-4400
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For information 1-888-344-4400
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